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ABSTRACT
The Guidance Information System (GIS) is a statewide

computer-based,career information System developed by the Maine
Occupational Information Coordinat4ng Committee,(MOICC). A .

time-seriesOesign was utilized to investigate the impact of GIS on
. selected users in public schools 6nd agencies. Participants completed

. questionnaires immediately after 7using GIS and six to eight weeksqt
m, later. The preliminary field testing phase oodurred during Spring

1979 with a second field.testing phase during Fall ani Winter
1979-80. Four different measurements were made during the project.
Results indicated that users.unAgtstood the purpose of GIS, had no
trouble using it, and found the system interesting and motivational.'.
GIS was most effective-in pro4iding.occupatiOnal and ceireer
information, and had a gr4atet impact on educational decision-making
by public school users than bY,agency users. Some .users found GIS .

helpful in developing job-seeking and lob-keeping skills. GIS
stimulated changes tri school guidance,.programs and the role of the
counselors. The effectiveness of GIS utilization appeared to depend
en how it was integrated into each comprehensive career education
program- (AuthorYNRe)
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FOREWORD

This Ireport was prepared to provide impact analysis data

on the field implementation of GIS in selected Maine public schools -

and aoenc,ies during 1979. All sites volunteered to(participate in

the fie)d test after initial contact and explanation by MOICC staff.

The.results are most gi-atifying and indicate a serious effort,by

field site staff to utilize GIS in asststing users witticareer

guidancerreeds. in the Allure, sites wiWneed extra implementation,

Aloe to train staff awl design a strategy *for reaching more Otential,-

users.,

In reviewing this report we encourage all readers to communicafe

with us regarding data interpretation and/or any conClusions drawn

by us. It was our intent to provide MOICC staff with an accurate

interpretation of the field test resul4 in relation'to impact on

user career plans, and school and agencies'management functions.

To accolplish thil*, evaluation data were collected to assess user

reactions and impact af GIS on management activities. Conclusions

in this report are not to be construed as Official Manpower,

Education or Human Service policy of the agencies located in Augusta.

C. W. Ryan
R. J. Drummond
Mlay 1, 1980
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY'.

IMPACT -OF GUIDANCE INFORMATION SY5TEM
ON SELECTED AGENCY AND PUBLIC SCHOOL SITES

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of tbe

Guidance Information Sytem (GIS) 'on selected users in public schools

an0 agencies. The spsvoring agency was the Maine Occupational Informa-

Lion Coordinating CoMmittee (MOICC). The commttee.was charged by

emicutive order of the Governor (August,.1978) io promote and develop

a statewide system for career information and haA served as a coordinating

committee to bring various governmental and educational agencies together

in addressing issues related to alternative-delivery models for career

guidance and Career information. After evaluating a number of alternatives
,

and systems, MOICC choose GIS as.a vehicle to promote career

informatidn to potential users. This report focuses only on the impact-

of GIS. The evaluation was colucted under a contract between the Maine

Occupational Information Coordinating Committee-and the Career

Center, College of Education of the University of Maine at Orono.

ucation

The-Guidance Information,System is a sophisticated career information

system consisting of six national files: Occupational, Armed-ServiCes

Occupatiorial, Two-Year College, Four-Year College, Financial Aid and

Graduate School. Three state files were developed for the project by GIS:

Slate: -Points'of view expressed in this report are not to be viewed
.as official MOICC policy or position. The authors retain
the right tO express'professional views that may differ froM
MOICC staff in interpreting the data collected in this study.



Maine Occupational Inf6rmation, Maine 6cational-Technical Institutes
Ntr:

And Maine Financial Aid. GIS is d computer-based information system

marketed by Time Share Corporation, a subsidiary,of Houghton Mifflin.

- MOICC identified the following eight qustions to be investigated

in-the study: -

1. Did GIS hafe an impact on career decision making of public
school and agency users?

2. Did GIS have an impact on the educational and training
% decisions of public school and agency'users?

3. Did GIS have'an,impact on the self awareness of agency and
pubiic school users? .

4. Did GIS have an impact on the job-seeking skills of public
school and agency users?

5. Did GIS'have an impact on the job-keepirib skills of public
School and Agency users?

6. How did the userS evaluate the system the first time they
used it?

7. How did the Users evaluate-the system after a period of time?

- 8. .What kind of impact did ,GIS have on the program and personnel
at,the sites?

. A modified-time-series detign w s.utilized. The selected partir

cipants were asked to fill out a user's questionnaire imiediately after

using GIS and were given a post-queWonnaire to complete six to eight
1

weeks later. There were two phases in the study, a prelimina0y field--

testing phase during the spring of 1979, and-a second field-testing phase
.

during the fall and winter-of 1979=-80. Four different measurements were

.made. 'during the twelve months'of the project.

A sampleof users,was selected from the following Maine public school 1
1

_ ,

sites: Brewer High School; Old Town High School; Hodgdon High School'
\

Southern AroostookNocational Education, Houltom; Lewiston High
, /

11,

a
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School; and Edward Little High School, Auburn. The agency sample was

taken from Peftiobscot. Consortium, Bangor, Maine; AroOstOok Community Action

Program, Houlton, Maine; Bureau of VOcational Rehabil.ttation, Augusta,

Maine; Maikl Jo Service, Bangor, Maine; University of Maine at Augusta

and KennebeC CETA; Maine Youth-,Center, South Portland; and Maine Correctional

Center, SouthWindham.

The site coordinators were asked to follow a quota.sampling procedure
*

using random selection. Pre and po'st questionnaires were developed for

both the agency and public school useiss and revisea,for the second field

lesLing.

RESULTS

4

1. what impact did GIS have on career decision making of public.school
and agency users?'

Around 80. percent of both groups felt that the computeristem

was a good way to get information about occupations'and that they .

learned d lot about. 6ccupalions. About half of both groups indiCated

that GIS helped them'to mal4 a career deCision. The system also

stimulated them to do more.reading or talking about careers.
f

2. What impact did GIS have on educational and training decisions of
public school and agency-users?

.

The system-had less impact:on educational decisidh making.

About hail of the public school sample and one-third of'the-agency

users felt it helped them make educational. plans. Mice

the proportion of public school users Ihan agency usdrs (51 percent
a

to 26 percent) indicated GIS helpetl in select* a ipecific scho61-

'or training program.

1 2

4%
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. 3. What impact did GIS have on the self-awarentvs of public school and
agency'users?

A majority of resp-ondents in;both groups did not view GIS as a
.1

generaliZed-'tool to help them develop self-iwareness. About 40 per-
,

(*IL of brah'groups indicated GIS`provided some help in understanding

their interests, 'values and abilities. Understanding these personal

characteristics is useful in the tareer search procesS.. A smaller

proportiOn of agency users than public chool users felt GIS had an'

impact on se*awereness.

4. What impact dt'd GIS have on job seeking skills Of public-school and
agency users?

More agency than public school users peeceived GI& as helping

them in job-seeking skills (46 'percent to 31 percent).

What impact 'did GIS have on job-keeping skill's?

A very small proportion of agency user4! (22 percent) and public

School users (nine percent) indicated that GIS had any impact on

job-keyping skills.
/

6. How did u.sers evaluate the systemithe first time they used it?

.Few of "the users had problems using the system, the guide

sbeets Or the terminal. The system was fun to use, interesting

and motivational to users. Most likely the HAWTHORNE EFFECT was

operating in the sites (i.e., they may have given the sWem higher

ratings because it was new and dtfferent).

How did the Users evaluate the system after a period of time?

, the defaked response to GIS was in general quite positive.

Public school users were less enthusiastic than agency users. Over

three-quarters of both groups felt that all should have the

opportut;ity to uSer the system. 'Some users did report that tiley

were confused after aing GIS.

,
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U. -What kind of ippact.'did GIS have on the pr9gram and personnel at
the sites?

The GIS program had some impact on the coynseling prograb. For "

a

example, several tites developed career'education courses. Guidance

coubsel rs aided teachers in integrating GIS into their courses. Also,
N%

small g p and peer couriseling was utilized. vTra41ng to use GIS was

made available to othtt counselors and iierested teachers, but wsually
4-

Ov
one person at each gite was responsible for ihe coordination and

utilizaticin of 1;IS._

An depth restructuring of guidanCe programs did not occur in the

short time alloted for field testing GIS. The role of the coun rs

, changed very little. They did not haft to spend a Mtich time in .ihfor4

mcition giving; they had more time for,\)"hdivtd al and group counseling.

In general, agency counselors had a. more d'clif.icult time integrating

'GIS into'ongoing activities.

4it
6

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS:

,After reviewing the evaluation data the following conclusions were

drawn:

,A41 Users understood the'purpose of GIS and had no trouble in using
the GI5 guide and summary sheet.

*The system was interesting and motivationalyo users.

- J
GIS iS most effective in providing occupation ind Career information.

fp4S,has an impact on ,educational decision making, more so for public
school than agenCy users.

_ ,/
. -

GIS is not designed'to develop Job-seeking skills or joh-keepilp skills;
but is perceived by some as aiding themwhich may be in Oart a function ,
of the Hawthorne Ofect and/or user response set;

..

GIS is not designed to develop self-understanding and awareness but
utilizes dimensions of the self in guiding the search process. 7

ft

1 4
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*GIS stimulated.a. degree of change'in guidance programs and the role
of the counselor.

GIS is not.a'suRstitute for a well-dpsigned car9er education program.
The effqctiveness,o its'utilization depends upon.how it,is.integrated
Into 'n.ongoing, seiluential, comprehensive program. It is a valUable
Cool.

RECOMMENDATIONS:. '

I.

The following recommendations were made:

, .

I. There is need for sites to'have,a system to help individuals, who
becomeconfused by working with GIS. Small group sessions and/or
individual counseling may be necessary. ,Peer groups trained to help
students with using the GIS guide and summary sheets may be one-way
to reduce anxiety about using the system.

The filess especially MLOC (Maine Occupational (Ile), neild'to be
.updated frequently and others need to be evaluated.periodically.

3. Site coordinators and students from participating sites ought to be
utilized in any training sessions held for_new sites. 4

The impact that GIS has depends to A larr dewe, upon.the career
'guidance program at each site. The.incluiion of test.data from
interest, aptitude and achievement testing might.help students'set
more realistic goals andssharpen their search requests. Periodic
seminars and in-service sessions on career guidance should be deveroped;
there.is a great need for them, 4s well aV seminars on the operation
bf GIS.

r.

5. The study looked at short-teri impact. There is a need for a more
in-depth study of usees over a longer.time span.

6. GIS will not receive full utilization unless an intensive network
of workshops is delivered to increase computettliteracy and.awareness
among professionals in human service agencies.

7. Humih service agencies and public schools must 'address the philosophical
issues related to integ4ting computer imforthation systems in daily
activities if they are tio reduce resistance to such integration.

8.- The sites need to have developed a planned program of career educaflon
in which GIS.ft systematically utiliied, not just Included as a "frill"
or an incidental exercise.

9. GIS has potential to be used by subject-area teachers to illustrate
the diffeiltnt types of career, fields that relate to ipecialitation'
in that subject area. The system could be used in economics and
other sochal studies arep to studylocal job'markets and job
opportanities.

1
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10. Parent and citizen involvement in local workshops illustrating the
value of the GIS system might aid in securing local fundihg for the
project. ,

11. Ihstrumeritation fd assessing GIS impaCts on'users Must be carefully-,-

selected to Assure that whet is beinTaSse$sed correlates withswhat
, counseloi-s actually do. -A

.11

12. fechnical assitance.to existing arid new siteS must be imiiroved to
assist.lnexperienced Zounselors in implementing-GIS.

OS.

In summary, we faced a number of dffficulties in conducting this

study at the selected sites. The evaluation design we used had-specific,

limitations, particularly-in controlling sample selection and eroSion.

The instrumentations maprfot have accurately wessed the career counselinl

processes that accompanied Gdliknd must be .viewed as a limiting factor.

The results imply that counselors were not active implementors of career--,'

guidance eactivities, if we were seeking clearly-defined adoption strotegies

for comprehensive career education. Given the overall constraints df

0
assing multiple impacts upon varying sites and populations, the results

are positive. users reactd positively to GIS and felt that it was

helpfUl in their career planning.

Future research efforts must pay liarticulanattenron to instru-
_-\

mentation selection, sample,size, length of study period and outcoOle

.processes for specific treatments. We recommend that additio*al studies

be designed ,to assess the impact of GIS over a three-year period on career

planning, decision making, self awareness, job-seeking and job-keeping

skills.

-

16
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ECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of the evaluation,cmducted by

the Center'for Career Education under a tOntract from the Maine OCcupatiOnal

Information Coordinating Committee. MOICC is charged by executive order

of the Governor 'Ougus 1978) to p`mmote and develop a statewide system-

for career information. In addressing this missioh MOICC serves as a

coordinating committee to bring variops government and 'eAlucation agencies

,Loyether in addressing' issues relateit to career guidance,
0

reer informa-

tion and alternative delivery models. The evaluation resul s reported here

focus cPly on the impact of the,Guidance Information SystemAGIS) on selected

users ip public schools and agencies.

)he selectioii of GIS as a prototype-to demonstrate in selected schools

and agencies was the result of careffflAnalysis of existing computer informa-,
tion systems,.. Computers have been used in di eminating'career information

for at least a decade. In this period a variety of critical questions have

been troublesome to both developers and potential users Of these sIstems.

For example:

1. Whir-guidance tasks tan be performed by itt computer, and which
1

of these tasks should be reserved for counselor attdntion?

-Note;_ The first time a word which is defined in the glossary,is
used in the text, it will appear in CAPITALS.

4
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2. Is it ethical for a machine to assist a student with

career decision making?

. 3. Should a computer-bas.ed guidance system be modeled-after.
.1

wh9t counselors do .when perf&ming the woe funCtions, or

-does the Computer have uniquq capabilities which could be

applied ,to perform the.samk tasks in a different wae

. 4. How can computer:based systems be maximally integrated

to a total guidance program?

2

5. What'hardware and software cdpabilities.can schools currently

afford? Can they afford cathode ray tube as opposed to

typewriter terminals--or even cathode ray tubes with

coMplementary visuals? Can schools afford natural language -

capability as opposed to selection of multiple-choice items?

Will schools and agencies pay for computer-assisted instruct4on

in career guidance content areas, or only for intonation- -

retrieval and seirch-Strategy functions?

7. Should career guidance systems be developed as "stand-alone"

systems which require a computer dedicated'for this purppise

alorip,* or should they be developed for placement in a Computer
,

which is also performing a host of other administrative and/or
4

instructional tasks?

8. Should-user records be stored in the computer so that personal

information can be used in conjunction with the information

- and experiences provided by the system?
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9. Is it possible to create a data-coilection method which will

provide sufficient, recent, and accurate data and which can
-

be used by. all developers alike?

10. How' can the immense technical problems inOolved in sUch systems

6e ;urmounted-, and,how,can "counselor type" peopth learn to

communicate with data-processing specialists?
.0

These are just a few of the questions\wpic have been faced for the

first Lime in the past Len years. 'In any pioneer effort where such base-
..

line questionsar6 still fr6sh and, unanswered, and especially where funds

have been precarious and inadequate, it is to be expected that, neither

the research questions nor-answers are clear and definitive. Every developer

of these early guidance systems has attempted to yeasure the effectiNeness

of hiS or her work. After the developer finally wins or survives the.

batty of grappling with what the system should do and how it should do It,

which of a)mass of possible hardWare and software Tonfigurations to'get

locked into, where,to get the money to finance the development, where to

get employees who can be trained for a new field, and how to get the system
.

tethniclly operational on schedule, he/she must then address hard i-esearch

questions. Several of the most difficult questions are, "What shall we'

measure?" and "What yards.ticks shall vie use for measuremeat?" /he "whats"

to measure might he cognitive' Ofcupiktional knowledge, shore-term occupational

choice, long-term occupational satisfaction; decision-making skills, self-
.

knowledge, or'vocational matimity, as a possible beginning list. The

"whaiflo measure with" problem leads the researcher to look.at all existing
4

initruments which measure' occupational khOwledge,-self-knowledge, degree
p.

of specification of career plans, decision-making skills, and vocational

#
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knowledge. The researcher finds that all of thp measures are new and

4

experimental and that they do not relate.directly to the content of the

systWi which hds.been developed. The researcher then turns to.other

. valid-research techniques such-as personal observ'ation, questionnaires,

and interviews to collect data,.but often struggles with guilt feelings

because of the failure to meet the expectation to produce "hard dati:"

4rue EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN implies that one has complete control of,subject

assignment and'treatment conditions.. In this study.random assignMent And

control ,of treatment groups was not 'possible.

REVIEW OF EXISTING SYSTEMS

In the past decade approximately ten onAine, direct-inquiry computer-

_based )areer guidanCe systems have been de)reloped. Broadly defined, these

are systems in which tlie usee communicates directly with the computer's

prestored text and files by means of a typewriter or visual display screen

terminal for the purpose of receiving vocatioal and educational information

designed to assist with personal-career decision making. Each of the systems

developed has had majpr differences ill terms of.the proposed conceptual

design, the comprehensivseness of objectives, the amount of content, the

hardware and software configuration Used, the capabilities of the computer

used, the cost per hour at the terminal, and the purpose for development

of the system. It is not the, intent of thi6 report to delineate these

differences, but rather to summarize the evalurative findings which have
-

come out of prior field trials'and operationa4 use of these systems. These

Jfindings can ea'sily be sumMarized in a series of statements:
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1. Students accept computv-based guidance systems with enthusiasm

and do,not Feel dehumanized by them (Chapman el. al., 19/3;

Harris; 1972; tlyers- et al.f 1971; Impelleteri, 1960. When

provided withAdternative ways to obtain vocational influrmation
?

students will choose tO use a computer system over booksi audio-
4

visual aids and other traditional sources.

2. Parents-accept computer-based systems with enthusiasm, reporting

1 an increase in hime conversation and involvemea.with career

planning as a result of 6e studenes use 9f such a system (Thompson,

el, al., 1971).

3. As a result of.the use of computer7based systems, students report

the following (Chapman et al., 1968): %

increasing awareness of the world of workw

b. increased awareness of tWrelationship of self-characteristics
k

(interests, aptitudes, values) to occupational choices;

c. expansion of the number of vocational options being considered;

d. greater ability-to make vocational ond educational decisions;.

e. increase in general occupalonA knowledge and in knowledge
specific to the occupationeor institutions reviewed at the
terminal;

f. engaging in exploratory behavior after use of.the system slich
as reading, talking to counselors, parents, teachers, or workers
in a'given occupation; and sending away for additional material;

g, receiving confirmation of career plans already made;

h; receiving assistance With crystallizing career plans, if these
were in a state of uncertainty;

i. finding most of the information desired about occupations; and

j. finding the computer a "nth" experience which they would
recommend to a friend. /-

21 .
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4 RelativeN short use .(2-4 tiOurs) of a computer-based sYstem,causes a

statistically significant inci-easé fn certain components (Awareness.

'of Need to Plan and Knowledge and Use of Resources) of vocaticinal

Maturity, as measured by the Career Development Inventory (Super et al.,

197)) used in two studies (Harris, 1972;-MYers. et al., )971).

5. Use of a computer-based system for collection of information about

. occupations causes a significant increase in cognitive occupational

knowledge (MSOla, 1974) as measured by three subscales on the Assess-

ment of Career Development (American College Testing Program, 1973).
#

6. The computer alone as a delivery system i as effective as the counselor

alone in two areas which have been studied, namely selection of courses

for the next yea'r in high school (Price, 1971) and provision of

vocational.guidance assistante to high-ability sophomores (Me1hu3,

19/1) There is evidence, however, that comtiined use of counselor

and computer for delivery of a guidance Program ha, the highest

potential for effecting maximum gain (Myers et al., 1.972, Melhus,

1971).

GUIDANCE INFORMATION SYSTEM

At the.time of this writing, approximately seven computer-based guid-

ance systems operate in schools, colleges and agenCies in the United

States. Most of what is known about the effectiveness ofthese systems

has been summarized,in the preceding section. GIS, the latest of the

computet-based systems, has now made its entrance into this environment.

GIS is a sophisticated areer information syStem consisting of six areas of

2 2



content; these were described in material distributed to each site.

lhe GIS sxstem is a product of 13 years of development, from 1966-1979,

which has been supported by the United States Office of Education and

by lime Share Corporation, d subsidiary of Houghton Mifflin Company, and

is intended for use by secondary level students, grades 7-12. The

primary purpose of this report is to provide analysis of the Fall, 1979,

GIS field trial and interpretation of the data coliected on users

and stalt. 01'

SITE CONTEXT

The basic evaluation plan called for collecting student/adult OPINION

DATA at thirteen.sites. cach site demonstrates unique Characteristics,

and it is necessary to differentiate between.school and agency users:

Differing missions and expectations of staff, clients and students

resulted in GIS being utilized to a high degree in several locations,

others,fail4 to capit.alize on the 4portunity. A list of the

sites follows (see Appendix'A).

Public School

1. Brewer High School
Brewer, M#ine

-.11. Old Town High School
Old Town, Maine

Hodgdon High School
Hodgdon, /Maine

4. Southern Aroostook
Vocational Education
Houlton, Maine

Public Agency

1. Penobscot Consortium (CETA)
Bangor, Maine

2. Aroostook Community Action
Program (ACAP)
Presque Isle, Maine

3. Bureau of VoC-ational

Rehabilitation
Augusta, Maine .

4. Maine Job Service
Bangor, Maine



5. Lewiston High Scho'61'
Lewiston, Maine

5. Un-iversity of Maine at
Augusta and Kennebec CETA

6. Edward Little High School 6. Wile Youth Center
Auburn, Maine South Portland, Maine

7. Maine Correctional Center
South Windham, Maine

It is critical to readers of the report that complexity fif data analysis

by site be pointed out. The sample population encompassed adults with

restricted reading abilitits, physlcal handicaps affd personality dis-

Also included were high school students who represent a more

"normal" population, but also exhibiting a variety of learning problems,

career interests and varied achievement levels. To draw conOusions that

are generalizable to a normal population is,diffitult,and the data reported

here must be reviewed in this context.

The.design for this evaluation was developed through a series of meetin0

and visits to all field sites by staff of the Career Education,Center.

Additional comments regarding instrumentation were solicited from Social
44,

\

Science ,Research Institute staff and the contact person at each site.

Rather ttff.describd each of the 13 sites separately, the following three

categories were designed to provide a general description of the Context

in which GIS was field tested.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

c: 14-
4.

A total of six (6) public schools are participating in the.project

and provide a good sample of different learning environments. Several

of the schools are located in sparsely populated rural areas, two are in areas

that may be classified as suburban, and two are in a large metropolitan area.

-The student population provides a M!ix of vocational, academic and general

24
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program pprticipants. Faculty in these schools posses's a level of

training ranging from bachelor'sto doctoral-level training.

Preliminary estimates indicate that between 25 to 30 percent have

completed training beyond the bachelor's degree.

POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS -

S.

4

9

4'

The University of Maine at Augusta is a community college\.which offers

programs that lead to Associate of Arts Degrees in Graphic Arts, Liberal

Studies, and Popular Music; Associate of Science Degrees in Architectural

and Construction Technology, Business-Careers, Business Administration,

Criminal.Jusyce, Medical Laboratory Science, Nursing, and Setretarial

Science. Students may participate in programs which are directly transfer-

able to universitiesand coller which award baccalaureatelegrees or may

prepare theM for employment after the completion of two 'years' study. The .

4
science degrees in'Business Administration are offered by the University .

of Maine at Augusta primarily as kograms fOr the part-time learner through

late afternoon and evening courses.

Principal users of GIS were college students, but parti,leants in the

Displaced Homemakers Project and the Kennebec County CETA program had

ciccQs9r-16- GIS. The environment is best described as an advanced learning

institution and emphasis is on preparation for careers in two-year programs.

PUBLIC AGENCIES

Participating in the MOICC projeCt are four state and federally funded

service agencies that serve a wide range oftlients. For example: A

S.

S.

f ?
4
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1. Maipe Youih Center - a correctional facility mandated to

rehabilitate wayward youth (ages 10. to 20) and provtde

guida5e*nd educittional servites during this process,

2. CETA,,--a total of two,sites are involved arid encompass

four counties. The primary missio'n is to Provide educational

and counseling services to youth (agts 16-21) and unemployed

adults. The-basic. pOlosophy of the CETA site is to "effect

meaningful improwements in the lives of low- and moderate-

income people in Maine." Activities in the field of employ-

ment.", job placement, health, housing and special service are.

a major part of the service.

.. Bureau of Vocatio9a1 Rehabilitatlon basic services related fo

vocational and oc6upational adjastment are'provided to a wide

range of clients. All accepted cjients must have a dotumented

physical, psychiatrtc or mental disability which constitutes a

substantial vocational handicap and a. reasonable chance of

returning to gainful employment. Vocational Rehabilitation

withdrew in October 1979 due to technical problems.

4. Maine Job Service the agency servic4 are primarily oriented

to assisting adults who are unemployed and who are seeking

employment. The clients range from age 16 to 65 as a norm.

These brief descriptions provide d general overview of the field sites

wt14re GIS was tested and used by.variQus target groups: These different

environments and populations must be kept in mind as the report-is read

and data interpreted.

26
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SECTION 2

METHODOLOGY

/ .

The purpose of this impact study was to investigate the-following,

4
.r
. 'questions:

,

1. Did the Guidance Information 'System (GIS) have an impact on

career decision making of public school and agency users?

21 Did GIS have an impact on the educational/training decision

inakin# of public school and agency users?

j. Did GIS have an impact on the self-awareness of agency and

public school users?

4. Did GIS have an impact on the job-seeking skills of public

school and agency user's? 10.

5. Did GIS have an impact on the job-keeping skills of publfc

school and agency users?

6. How did users evaluate the system the first time they used it?

7. Row did users evaluate the system after a period of time?

8. What kik' of -*pact did GiS have on the progrilm and,personnel

at'the sites (managerial impactA
,

A MOWIED-TIME SERIES design was utilized to assess the impact of

the GIS system on the pariicipating Sites. The subjects viere tested

AmMediatelyafter using the terminaJ and then-six to eight weeks later.

llhe public school sites were grouped and Compared across schools in ono

Note:
.

For an explanation of key items used in this report see the
Glossary of Terms (Appendix L).

27
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analysis. The agency SITES were .ilso grouped and compared across 'sites.

Data were aisd available from the sites, especially the public school

sites, from the first sixth months, or pilot phase, of the project; these

were added to the'analysis Four different measurements were made during
I.

the twelve months of the project.

S

A traditional experimental design was.nOt uttlized since the purpose

of the projeci was to investigate the impact of GIS on the site and parti-

cipants, not to see if GIS Was a more effective_careseer gpidance program

than that precdously used at the site. The sites had volunteered to be

involved in the program and the participants were vOlupteers. Since sites

varied markedly on maw variables, it would be impossible to select matched

or eivalent groups. It was also felt that randomly'selecting aicontrol

group at each site and.delaying or denying career guidance tO these

individuals was not an edmcationally sound approach (see 'Appendix B).

SLLECTION QF SUBJECTS

The 4te coOrdinators were asked to follow a QUOTA-SAMPLING procedure

using RANDOM SELECTION. They were provided materials from the Evaluation

Imm'avement Program (ETS, 1977) to aid. them in selecting*their sample, and

the procedure was discussed at the July 1979 workshop sponsored by MOICC. a2

They-were asked to supply a total of 30 logs and pi:At...questionnaires wherever

pdssible.

INSTRUMENTATION
,

, 1 \
,

Six different instruments were developed for the study. Two were

designedjo gather information about the characteristics of the site:

26
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an Agency 10aracteris,tics Form for the six public agencies in-thellt.udy

and a Public4School Form for the seven schools (see MOUCC Preliminary Report,

-August, 1974. .100

To assess the immediate attitudes of the users,three foems were .

. constructed. The Uirst was a Public School Users Log.on-which -students

were asked basit demographic information, such as age, class, program and

sex; what files they used; and six queitions about the system. There.was

also a space for stadents to comment about GIS if they wished. The log

was a one-page form (see Appendix C). The second form was an Agency.

Users Log (see Appendix' D). It had similar format anti questions, but the

'users had to circle highest grade in school completed rather than program
4

of studies in school.

For those who did not directly use the .computerterminal, a Batch

ProCing Reaction Form was used. Participants wererasked to react-to

GIS as well as their understandihg of the printout. They were also asked

to give any comments they wished about GIS (see Appendix G).

In order to identify the typ4 of career guidance exposurP and program

the students at the public schools had, a Public School Career Education

Activities Form was developed. The students were asked demographiC

information such as age, sex, class and program as we'll as how Pften they

took part in twenty-two (22) career education activities (see Avendix H).

Two post questionnaires were developed. There was a two-page form 4

for agency Ars and a four-page form for public school users. There were

twenty-five (25) common ques4pn on both forms although the response
4

2 9
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Format differed. Agency users were given three-point attitudinal

scales (YeS--No--Unsure); the students utilized five-point/scales

(Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree). The Public School Form calledfor

participants to rate each file used. S.0 check their educational

aspirations, and to Hentify the impact of GIS on career planning. The public -

School Users Post Questionnaire is found.in Appendix E. The Agency

Users Post Questionnaire is-inc)uded in Appendix F.

PROCEDURES

Data collection in the ihitial field testing ph,se of the MOICC

study took place between May 1 and 'June '5, 1979., The second field testing

took place between November), 1979 and January 15, 1980. Each site was

mailed a packet of ,instruments with a statement of purpose ot,the impact

study, as well as directions for collecting the data. The forms werp

revised fck the second Tield testing based upon the information given by

site coordinators in the workshop in July. ,The revised instruments were

field tested and critiqued by:participants and the site coordinator at

one site.

It was stressed that the data was to be treated'in confidence and was
1

to be used to write p report on the impact of GIS upon users and coyseling

programs, not to evaluate individual counselors, teachers or aahrinistrative

personnel. Also, reuonses to all questiowires were to be anonymous,

,,The site cooAclinators were.requested not to have the respondents use names

but to have them use type of ID code, Such aS ths 1e last four/digits

the subject% sociallkecurity number So that the various forms could be

matched for each user.-

4
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DATA ANALYSIS

15

The data were 'key punched directly from the questionnaire forms.

The statistical .program used was the Crosstabs, Freq6encies, and One-

Way Analysis of Variance programs from the Statistical Package for the

Social Sciendtes--commonly known as "SPSS" (Nie et al., 1975). The data
1\ ,

were processed by the Computing and Data Processing Service of the
A 4

University of Maine.

PO

THE' SAMPLE

Pie number Of participants coMpleting the different forms used are

listed in Table 1. One hundred sixty-three participants completed)he
4

Public School Users Log, 123 the Activities Form and 187 the Publtc School .

Post Questionnaire. One hundred and nine completed either,the Agency

Users,Log or the Batch Processing Reaction Form while 91 completed the

S.

Agency Post Questionnaire.

CHARACTERISTICS OF AGENCY USERS

ihere were 91 usersewho completed the post questionnaire. The demo-
,

graphic characteristics( of the group are summariied in Table 2. The MEAN

age for the agency users was 25.14, the median 20.93, and the.mode 18.

Forty-six percent were.male and 52opercent were female (2% lid not check

this-category), The.mean grade tompleted was 12.04, the MEDIAN 11.9 and

the MODE 12. There were SI0NIFICANT difference's between the five sites

on 'age and educational level. The participants from the 'Maine Job Service

had the-most education onithe aVerage while the sample from Penobscot

Consorttum had the lowest level. The participants from UMA had the highest

mean age, 39.86, while the group from. the Penobscot Consortium the lowest,
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TABLE I

SAMPLE IN SECOND ',VASE OF
MOICC S:TUDX COMPLETING QUESTIONNAIRit

S tTE
PS AGENCY ACTIVITIES BATOL -AGENCY PS

USERS USERS FORM PROCESSIINIC 'POST Q POST Q
LOC LOG

1)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

12)

Hodgdon HS 25 0 0 0

Houlton HS 27 0 27 0- 28

noullon SAVE 10 -0 0 1

Aroostic CAP 0 0
.

0 18 10 0CETA

Old Town HS 29 0 28 0 29

Brewer HS . 0 0 24 0 0 19

Penobscot 0'. 0 -0 34 34 0
Consortium
CETA

Maine Job 0 22 0 0 12 0Service

University of 0, 14 0 0 14 0Maine,Augusta

Lewiston HS 18 0 20 0 0

Edward Little 28 '0 23 0 33High School

Maine Youth 24 0 0 22Center

Maine Coriec-
tional Cntr.

24 21 .0 0

UM Coded 2

TOTAL 163 57 123 52 91 187
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TABLE 2

Age, Sex and Educational Level of Agency Users

AGENCY N

t,

AGE
MEAN SD
.RANGE

SEX

M F

EDUCATIONAL
LEVEL

MEAN SD
RANGE

AROOS100K COMMUNITY 10 22./1 3.11 7 13.25 1.89
ACTION PROGRAM (ACAP) 19-29 12-16

PENOBSCOT CETA 34 19.72 5.04 12 20 11.ao 2.00
16-45 9-18

-ts
MAINE JOB SERVICE 12 31.00 9.94 6 6 .44.22 1.85

-19-50 12-16

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE 14 39.86 12.37 2 12 12.57 1.90
AUGUSTA (UMA) 18-58 10-16

MAINE CORRECTIONAL 21 21.23 2.16 19 2 10.70 1.94
CENTER 18-25

TOTAL 91 25.14 10.07 42 47 12.04 2.54

4

16-58 9-18

SD STANDARD DEVIATION
M =, MALE

F . FEMALE
N = NUMBER OF USERS .

4.

bos
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19.72. There Are also significant Sex differences between sites. The

Maine Correctional Center had predominately a male S'Ample while Penobscot

CETA, UMA, and ACAP had more female users than male.

FROUENCY OF USE OF FILES BY AGE1Cv USERS

The use frequency of different files by the agency group is reRorted

in Table 3. Most users utilized.the national occupational file, and

most uses were of that file. 6ghty-five percent used Ale national

occupational-file while 35 percent used the Maine pccupational file.,

e Tiiree of the' files were only used by *three of the 91 users. These were
1

the Armed Services Oecupational File, the Graduate School File and the Mai4e

Vocational Technical School File. The two and four-year college files were,,

used by thirteen and fourteen percent of the sample. It should be noted

that the usage cited is for the random sayle of users elected to Oartki-

pate in the impact study and might not represent the total pattern of file

use by all those from agencies who used GIS. .Counselors might not have

realized the extreme pie of the\OCCU file a5 this sample was heavily biased

toward job information in

t\

he agency group'.

There were differences between the agenties in the number of times
a

clients used the terminal. The use varied from one to twelve-times. The

mode was 1, the mean 1.9 alid the median 1.40. Half of the clients only used

the terminal one time. The participants at the Maine Correctional Center

had the highest level of usage While University of Maine ot Augusta,.Aroo-

stook Community Action Program and Penobscot CETA had the lowest level

(see Table 4).



TABLE
ON,

FILES USEU BY AGENCY USERS

FILE
(n=91)

NUMBER OF
TIMES USED

77.

MEOC 32

ASOC 3

COL4 13

COL2 12

GRAD 3

AIDS 5

MEVT 3 .

PERCENT OF
SAMPLE USING

FILE

84.6

35.2

3.3.

14.3

13.2

3.3

5,5

3.3

Definition of Terms:

OCCUOccupational Information Fite

MEOC--Maine Occupational Information File

ASOCArmed Services Occupational File

COL4--Four-yegr College Information,File

COL2--Two-year College Information File

GRAD--Graduate School Information. File'

Ii

Mb.

19

AIDSFinancial Aid Information File

MEVTMaine Vocational Technical Institute Programs



TABLE 4

,

'UMBER OF TIMtS AGENCY SAMPLE aSED GIS

SITE

Aroostook Community
Action Program

Penobscot CETA

Maine Job' Servfce

University(Of\Maine.
at Augu4a

)

Maine 6rrec14ona1
Center

4

MEAN SD RANGE

1.55 0.73 1-3

1.5'6 0,84 1-5

2.30 2.11 1-8
4%.

1.54 1;29 1-5

2.67 2.89 1-12

1

20

4 A44

.36
s
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CHARACTERISTICS OF PUBLIC SCHOOL USERS

There were 187 youths who completed the Public School Users Post

Questionnaire. The age distribution of the sample is found in Table 5.

The range was from 13 to la with the mean 16.08, the mode 17 and the

median 16.20.

There were 105 males (56 percenc, and 81 females (44*percent) in the

sample. The distribution by class is given in Table 6. The larjest

group were seniors (31 percent). The freshmen atil juniors were each Mout

_one-fourth ofthe sample; the sophomores had the lowest repre,sentation

(16 percent).

The distribution by=program is presented in Table 7. nearly one-half of the

group were in to1lege7preparatory programs, 20 percent in general programs,,

// 11 percent in commercial or buOness Curriculum and 8 percent in the

vocational ai-ea.

FREQUENCY AND USE OF FILES BY PUBLIC SCHOOL USERS

The.use frequency 41:4 different files hy the public school group is

reported in-Table 8. The majority of students, 87 percent,used the Occupa-

tional Information File. The four-year college andjtwo-yearscollege files

were next in frequency lised (04 and 2k percent). TheGraduate School File/.

las least used.(5 percent). The Financial Aid File was'only used by 13

(7 percent) of the students; the Armed Services Occupational File by 15

(8 percent) and the Maine Occupational File N24 (13 percent).

t
The use of the terminal ranged froM one td twenty:four times. The

mode was one and the mean, 1.76. There were significant differences between

sttA: Old Town students had the highest mean, 5.65, while Hodgdon had the

lowst 1.00 (Tabie 9).

37
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TABLE 5

AGE DISTRJBUTION OF PUBLIC S(HOOL USOS

ABSOLUTE-
.RELATIVE FREQUENCY

ADJUSTED
AGE FREQUENCY

13

....

1 0.5 0.5

14 19 10.2 10.3

15 31 1 16.8

11)

59 31. 32.1

17 62 33.2 . 33.7

18 11 5.4 6.0

19 1 0.5i 0.5
p.

Missing 3 , 1.6.

187 100.,9%. 100.0%



TABLE 6
.

CLASS OF PUBLIC SCHOOL SAMPLE,

CLASS
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY

RELATIVE FREQUENCY
' ADJUSTED

.,
/----- FRESHMEN 48, 25.7 26.7 kl

SOPHOMORE 29- 15.5 16.1
.

JUNIOR '46 24.6 \25.6

SLNIOR 57 30.5 31.7

MMING 7 3. 7

187 100 0% \100.0%.

ONO
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TABLE.7

PROGRAM OF STUDIES OF PUBLIC SCHOOL SAMPLE

ABSOLUTE - igtPhkgf;
PROGRAM FREQUENCY AO ADJUiTED

%

COLLEGE PREP

GENERAL .

VOCATIONAL

COMMERCIAL/
BUSINESS

OTHER

Mitsui&

87

40

15

21

187

46.5

21.4

8.0

11.2

52.1

24.0 eie

9.0

12.6

2.4

100.0%

4
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- TABLE 8

FILESASED BY PUBLIC SCHOOL USERS

a

GIS FILE
NUMBER OF

TIMES USED
PERCENT OF

SAMPLE USING FILE

OCCU 162 86.6

MEOC 24 . 12,8

ASOC 15 8.0

COL 4' 63 33.7

COL 2' 47 25.1

GRAD 10

e

5.3

AIDS 13 7.0

MEVT 11 5,9

N =,187

25
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TABLE 9.

NUMBER OF TIMES STUDENTS USED THE TERMINAL, BY SITE

/

SITE

HODGDON

HOULTON

OLD TOWN

BREWER

LEWISTON

AUBURN

MAINE YOUTH CENTER

TOTAL.

. MEAN
STANDARD

DEVIATION '14 RANGE

30 1.00 o.00. 1-1

25 2.24 1.66 1-8

26 5.65 5.53 1-24

11 2.18 1-.53 1-6

21 .1.58 0.20 1-3

2.03 1.53 1-7

21 3.76 1.86 .1-8

166 2.76 3.07 1-24

(
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DIMENSIONS OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM

41R The participants were asked to fill out a Career Education ActiOties

Form. One hundred and twenty-three students filled out this form at five

different sites. Fifty-four were male and sixty-eight female. They ranged

in age from 14 to 18. The mean was 16.31, the mode 17 and the median 16.4

Fifteen percent were fresgpen, 11 percent sophomores,-33 percent juniors

and 41 percent seniors. Fifty-nine percent were ln college preparation pro-

grams, 15 percent in general, 11 percent in.vocational, nine percent in

commercial/business and four percent in other. It is interesting to see the

types of activities in which student users of WS report that they-"never"

participated:

(1) About 70 percent have never taken part.in a school supervised

experience program.

(2) About two-thirds report that they never have listened to the

,

parents of other students ta/k to the class about what they

do in their work. About the same percentage stated that they

had never talked with the class about what was 17arned regarding .

careers or ield tripS. About 55 pvcent have never attended a

clcareer fair or gone on fitd trips to businesses or industries tO

learn what people do on they jobs; 58 percent have never taken

tests to find oyt how much they knowNobout different jobs and

twhat people in them do; anOt 57 percent had never received personal

y' 'help from people at school in finding a paid job.
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(3) Nearly fifty percent have.not used T.V., tapes-or filmstrip

to learn about jobs; a similar proportion h4d never listened

to workers talk to the class about the work they do; and'24 like

number had never taken material home so that their par'ents

could help them learn about jobs and what work they (ttie

students) might.,want.

The results by activity item are presented in Table 23 and will be discuSsed

more fully in /Section 3.
.

SUMMARY

A modified tithe-series design was..used to assess pubiitc school and agenc

User reactions to atcomputer information system, GIS data, and program i

InformaiQn was sought in this study to address the feasibility of adopting

GIS as the statewide model for computerized career information. A total of

91 agency-and 187 public schooT users respondgd to a Post-Use Questionnaire.

Tneir responses were analyzed and the results reported in Section 3. 01
I>

Students- also reported on career' educalion activities. Sinc the instru-
%d

ment was a self-report inventory,-some students may hmte been care ess or

poorly motivated to complete the form. It is not likel/ that schools would

sponsor career fatrs daily, weekly or once a month. The responses, however,

do provide an insight into the type of career education activities utilized .

or not utilized in the participating schOqls. since some students were in

vocational programs, they might havelhad more opportunities to talk with

people in jobs and visit.with workers to learn what they-do on thetr jobs.

The energy crunch_and tightdbudgets-probakly/cUrtail the extensive use of

field trips% ./'

4 4
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sl"CTION 3

SI
RESULTS it

The results of the second phase of the MOICC project are presented in

four elements. The first element conts of the responses of the agency

users to th Agency-Users Log, tWEtatch-POcessing Reaction Form and the

Agency Pos1-Ques1ionnaire. The second element contains the responses of the

public school student on the Users Log, Post Questionnaire and Career

Education Activities Index. In the third element the responses of the

agency and pubiMschool users are compared, 'The last element includes'a

comparison of the impct in Phase 1 of the study with the impact

found ttcri" Phase 21t

AGENCY USERS REACTI04,TO GIS

-Three agencies had their clients work directly on the terminal, The

Maine Job Service (22), University of Maine at Augusta (14), and Maine

6wrectipnal Institute (21). All individuals stated that the purpose of

GIS was cle7r to them. Eighty-eight percent stated that directions for using

the GU Guide and Summary Sheet were easy to read and follow..
'-g4(

There were three questlons which were asked tot elicit an immediate

evaluaIkoon of the system. No one disliked iming the tystem, eighty-eight

perceni.stated they enloyed it and twelve percent checked,"ii was okay."

Fortrseven percent reported that they received all the career informatio

they needed. Twel
e'ty-six percent stated they needed morand twenty-three

percent indicated they mere not sure.

45
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None of the respondents felt GIS was a waste of time or nt) help at

all. A quarter of,the group indicated that the experience helped them

make vocational and educational decisions. Sixty percent 'stated thlt GIS

mas usyful and they learned helpful things. M a rejult of.using gIs,

the agency participants:

planned to talk with counselors (40 percent),'

plAnned to talk with parents (19 percent),

oplanned"to talk with teachers (19 percent),

planbed to talk with people in occupations (56 percent), .

planned to write far catalogs and information (32 percent),
0

planned to get' more books an4 materials on the topic (28 percent), and

planned to use other sources--for example, write to relatives
for help with plans; work with two year college file; think
about a job; check on a job; and go to school (7 pertent).

Respondents were provided space 1111 write-additional commentsethey

wished. NiKeteen users wrote comments'and about half of the comments

dealt with their personal reactions to the system.. For example, two "liked

the machine"; "very helpful, excellent services for those interested";

"enjoyed it"; using the computer was very helpful". The other comments

related to career decision making (for example, I would like more infor-'

mation; the-GIS system has helped me to choose between colleges and to

find one appropriate for myself; I have to think- about a few things; the

computer helped greatly in specifying and understandin§\my choices).

BATCH PROCESSING:-IMMEDIATE REACTION TO GIS

The Batch Processing Form 'Was completed by 52 individuals from two

agency sites. Their.initial evaluation of the process was positive.

TSe majority (96 percent) of the indiv4duals stated that the purpose of
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using the computer service was clear to them. About 90 percent of the

group used the GIS Wide and filled.out the Summary Sheet. There were

only selfn users (15 percent) who reported that they had a problem doing

this. The users overwhelmingly reported they understood the GIS printout

(96 percent). Respondents reported that they were helped in interpreting

the printout by a counselor.

There were three questions asked tp elicit an imnediate evaluation of

the systent Sixty-seven percent reported they enjoyed dsing the GIS system;

31 percetit said it was okay,and two percent disliked it. Thirty-nine per-

cent stated they got all the information they needed; 43 percent wanted

more,and 18 percent were ot sure. Only two percent (one user).felt the

tem wis a waste-of time; enty-six percent safd they were not sure,

53 pe cent said it was helpful and they learned useful things,while -20

percerk checked it did help them make vocational and educational choices.

The respondents were also asked what they planned to do as a result of

using the GIS system. Twenty-siA (50 percent) said they would talk with

their counselor; 11 (25 percent) would talk w4th people in the occupation

in which they were interested;q2 (23.percent) plafted-to write fo i. school

catalogs and information; eight (15 percent) intended-to get more books

and materials to read on the topic; three (6 percent) were going to talk

with their parents and one (2 percent) was gping to talk with a teacher.

Twenty-one percent checked "other" (for example, keep it in mind; explore

it more; too early to tell; use computer again; use computer more;,request

additional information;, e it again; talk with usband). _Tpey were also

4

asked to write anybcomment they wished. Four participants respondrd and

c.

4 7
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cited: (talk more with my employability coUnselor; would like to work

more with OCCU; need to try again--experiment; excellent; but each per-

son should be able to sit at the terminal to process his own data lotkher

than have it swit, after being processed by someone else).

AGENCY USERS' POST QUESTIONNAIgFEVALUATION OF GIS

The agency users were ask0A to evaluate twenty statements relating

to different Omensions of GIS. The results are presented in Table lO.

There,were eight items which asked the users, to evaluate the system. -

N
Ninety-one percent reported it was fun to use the computer terminal while

80 percent &,6ted it was a pleasant personal experience. Only two
0

cent indicated that they felt GIS was a very cold, impersonal experience

and three percent, that people should always have help from a human, never

a computer.

Four percent of the sample checked that GIS was a waste of time while

t92 percent disagreed and felt it was a valuable experiencede Seventy-eight

percent indicated that GIS helped them enoUgh that they thought all pedple

should have the same opportunity. Sixty-nine percent reported that GIS

provided them with the type of information they wanted while ten percent

said it did not. Eighty-nine percqpt stated that the GIS information was

easy to understand.

i

AGENCY USERS'' POST QUESTIONNAIRE--CAREER DE

?

ISION MAKING

There were six statements on the Pos t Questionnaire relative to career

decision making. Eighty-eight percent felt that the computer was a great

way to get information to help with choosing occupations. Three percent

said no and nine percent were unsure. Eighty percent checked "yes"

4 8



TABLE 10

Agency Users Post Questionnaire Responses

CATEGORY AND ITEM YES.

EVALUATION

It was fun to use the computer
terminal.

.

Using GIS was a-pleasant personal
experience-.

Using GIS was a cold, impersonal
expdtienoe. A

People shbuld always have heip .//
frim a human, never a camplter.

3

80
.90.9

74
80.2

/

2

2.3

( 3

.3

Using GIS was. a waste of time; 4
it idn't help me at all:', 4.4

GIS helped me enough that I think
all people should have the same
opportunity I did.

GISyrovided me with thevtype of
information I wanted.

NO NSURE MISSING

77:5

61
68.5

5, 3 3

5.7 ,....., 3.4

4 13 T.

4.4, --14.3

77 4

88.5 .2

63 24
,

1
70.0

,

26.7
, e-

83 3 -
I 1

92.2 3.3

A

17
3.4 19.1

9 .19
10.1 21.3

The GIS information was easy to
understand. _.

79
88-.8

4 ,

4.5
6

6.
,

-
\ . X ,

4 9
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TAW 10 CONTINUED
410-

i
CATEGORY AND ItEM YES NO UNSURE MISSING

.CAREER DEC/ISION MtKING

The computerls a great way to get
information to help with choosinj
occupations. I.

,

\.

Using GIS helped me to learn alot
about occupations4

I

IOid riot learn anything new about
h w to make career decisions by
using GIS.

I read books and pamphlets about.
jobs after using GIS.

GIS helped me feel good about my
career plans.

I was confused or puzzled about
myjob plans after using GIS.

EDUCATIONAL DECISION MAKING

Using GIS helped.me to make the
educational plans I need to make.-

'GIS kilped me select a specific
school or program for further
educatiop or training.

79
87.8

3

..- 3.3
8

8.9

..

1

73 11 7 _ i 0
1 0.2 12-.1 , 7.7

10 64 15 2

11.2 71.9 16.9

38 46 6 1
42.2 51.1 6.7

44 17 -25 5

51.2 19.8 29.1

14 66 -11 0
15.4 ,72.5 - 12.1.

32 22 ./v 33 4

36.8 25.3 t 37.9

4 23
26.1

47
53.4

18
20.5 fro

3

50



TABLE 10 CONTINUED
*

CATEGORY AND ITEM '

SELF AWARENESS

I learned a lot about myself using
GIS. .

Using GIS helped me to learn more
about my values as they reilate

.

to career planning.
4\

Using GIS helped me to learn'more
about my interests as they rela.te
to career planning.

Y

Using GIS helped me to learn about.
my abilities as they i,elate to
career planning.

)

YES NO UNSURE MISSING

30 '27 32 2
33.7 30.3 36.0

55 16 18 2
61.8 18.0 20.2

Nft .

63 12 131 3
71.6 13.6 14.8

50 20 18 350 22.7 20.5

51
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to "using GIS helped me to learn alot about occupations." -Only 11 Oercent

sLated that they Jid not learn anything new about how to make career'decisions

by using GIS. Slightly over 40 percent indicated that they read books and

pamphlets about jobs and training after using GIS. About half of the users

stated GIS helped them feel good about their career plans. It should be

noted that fourteen (15.4 percent) of the agency users checked thatAhey,

were confused or puzzled about their job plans after using GIS. Responses

in the'"unsure" category may indicate that users have not formulated clear

career or educational plans. Intensified liareer counseling services would

certainly be.needed for these respondents.

The users were also asked whethee usihg GIS helped th m to make a

career or job decision. Forty-three or 51 percent of th 91 subjects

circled 'yes". If they circleci"yes", they were asked in what way or

how. Thirty-six of the 43 wrote in comments. The themes of these comments

and examples of each are included in Table 11. Five najor themes were

identi(We-d.N They were:

GIS caused individuals to take specific career or job actions,

GIS helped them to confirm their career plans,

GIS provides information that would help them in their career plans,

GIS helped them to narrow their career choices and
.

7

GIS opened opportunities and new areas they had not thought-of before.
1

AGENCY USERt' POST OESTIONNAIRE1-EDUCATIONAL DECISION MAKING

There were two, statements on the surveyioncerning the impact

of GIS on dducational or training decisions. Thirty-seven percent of the

agency users feq that GIS had helped them to- make educatiotIal plans. Only

twenty-five percent felt that it didn't and 38 percent were unsure. Slightly

52
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TrE 11

WAYS GIS HELPED AGENCY USERS MAKE
CAREER OR JOB DECISIONS

THEME EXAMPLES

Sp9cific

,\

Action I am going to ork for the feder-
al government as an inSpeaor.
Gone into small engine class.
College
Got me to think.
Career decision is to get more
experience.
I have decided to go to scfiool
and better my job opportunities
and income.,,

^

Confirmation og("X.ans
#

Decided to continue and pursue
.mechanics career.

hdd a pretty good idea abbut
what I wanted to do bUt it con-
vini06d me.
Nursing is what I want and GIS
established it more.
It reassured myself that I was
,in an appropriate line of work.

,

Provided Information Gave me all the information I
needed in the educalpi9nal require-,
mehts and job description.
Gave-me a basis fbr starting my
search,_,
It helped me to determine/I...That
types of jobs are concerned with
or related to my interests and
goals.
It showed me what. I'm.good at.
I have the information about the
job I was interested in.

Helped Narrow Choice It narrowed my choices down to
46wo or three after gettilng infor-
mation about alot of different

53
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THEME EXAMPLES

aelped Narrow ChoiceAbont.)

,

jobs.
By narrowinV dow9 the-choices; I
know now tivat I don't want to do
certain jobs.
The computer helped me to narrow
down the jobs in my areas of
interest. 'it told me how realis- #
tic my ambitions are in Maine.
Mainly by confirming my impres-
sions of my own abilities and
outlining specific options within
these lines.

Opened OpporLunilics

4

4

4.

By showing me different jobs I
never heard of or thought about
before.
'txposed me to new careers I'
didn't know were good for me. t
It introduced me to the wide
fierd of work that interests me.
It has helped me to'come to under-
stand Bowe basic.valula.s in work
and education. -

Helped me to look for a_goal.

Li

4

4
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.twenty-six percent reported that GIS helped them,select a specific

school or pi-ogtam for further education or training. They were al-so asked

later in the sutvey'whether MS helped them to make a decision about dr

further 9ducation and training. Forty (47 percent) circled "yes" and 31

oi these wrote coninents. The themes and examples of the comments are

included in Table 12. The four themes identified were:

GIS confirmed their educational or training decision.

GIS provided them useful information which will help them in their
decision.

GIS stimulated their thinking on education and/or training.

GIS helped them to make specific educational or training deetsions,

AGEACY USERS' POST OUESTIONNAIRE--SELF-AWARENESS

There were five items concerned with the fmpact of GIS on self-awareness,

4 statements to react to. and 1 Question. Slightly over a third of the participants

stated- that they learned a lot about themselves using.GIS.,-Sixty-two percent

felt that using GIS helped them to learn more about their values as they;.

related tO career plahfiing. Seventy-two percent repotted that GIS helped

them to learn more about their interest5 as they relate to career planning

while 57.percent indicated that GIS helped them to,leatn about their abilitis

as they relate to career planning.

If Agency Users were asked whether GIS helped them understand more

about themself and if so, in what ways or how? Forty (47 peiTent) of the

-sample said "yes". Thirty-six included written comments. The themes and

examples of the comments are included in Table 13. It should=be noted that

more iridividuals circle Yes when.the questions ask about specific dimensions

of self awareness than when' overall se1f-awarenes4 is assessed.
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TABLE 12.

'.11AYS GIS aELPED AGENCY USERS TO MAKE
It:DUCATIONAL OR TRAINING DECISIONS

TI1EME EXAMPLES OF COMNENTS

Confirmed Decisions Was already'headihg in that '
direction, now have a commitment .

to stick tt out.
Education pays!
I need my diploma.

Provided Information It shpwed me different schools
that had the courses I wanted.
Yes, through.lists and distribu-
'ions of jobs and the training
needed to do the job.
By providing information about
schools and aids.
It told me what education or
training was required for certain
positions.
I know now what courses I need
to achieve my, goal.

Stimulated Thinking Made megrealize.that I need more
'education.
It showed me that you need some
training for lots of jobs.
Seeing different fields that are
open to me for further exploration.
%Will probably 4go to college.
In the future, I would like to
attend a VTI to further my career.

Specific Action ,I have deciddd to go to voyational
schoól.
Yes, Iam going for my diploma
thanks to GIS.
Yes, I am in the processi,of Apply-
ing for admission to.college.
Try to'enroll in computer-programmer
school.

Irr
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TABLE 13

WAYS GIS HELPED AGENCY USERS UND TAND
MORE ABOUT THEMSELVES

THEME -1\11J(AMPLES OF COMMENTS

. .

C aritied Their Understanding It helped me to define my
interests and how to apply them
toward a career.

.

4 What I need to do to make what
I want for myself.
Clarified my own Values as they
relate to my interests vs. abili-
ties.
What I can do!
It helped me to define my inter-
ests and how to apply them
toward education or a job.
Made me undertand that I really
am not as experienced in any
-field as I thought I was.'

1

-1

Expanded Ulrstanding It told me what I am gobd at and 1,Built Confdence it is true.
Yes, helped me deal with bu91d0g
confidence.
It has helped me understand more
of my abilities.
I learned more things about the
things I like to do and never
really,thought about.
Personal things, I never took
time to realize on my own.
Learned some abilities and how to
use them on a job.
I realized I had more options than
I have assumed.

a

57
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Two major themes were identified:-

GIS helped clarify their self-awarenev,

GIS helped to expand their self-awareness- and build their selfconfidence.

AGENCY USERS' POST WESTIONNAIRE--JOB-SEEKING SKILLS

The agency users were asked if GIS helped them to understaid more abdut

how to get a job. Forty (46 pereent) of the group stated that GIS helped

them. Twenty-six included written coments. The themes and examples of

comments are listed in Table 14. Two major themes were identifi(ed:

GIS provide] relevant knowleAte about how to (let a job.

GIS helped them identify appropriate joboyeeking strategies.

AGENCY USERS! POST QUESTIONNAIRE--JOB-KEEPING SKILLS)

Twenty of the 91 (22 percent) users indicated that GloVhelped themr-
.

with job keeping skills. 'Eleven of the group wrote comments. Triemajor

tli4me identifiedOndicated that4GIS h them,hove a better knowledge of

job-keeping skills by increasing their nowledge about jobs, job rolesJs
and requirements. Examples are as follows:

,A,By knowing what the employi wants.

/-' 01 undeestand the duties of the job fully--that shyd keep Vie job.-

ft

The more qualified and interested you are in a job, the better yourchances are in keeping it or advancing in that field.

That's,a little more difficult to answer, howdee, if by tiling the
computee the person finds") area and interest, his chances of
liking and thus keeping the job are much greater.

4.

1

,5 8
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TABLE; 14

WAYS-GIS HELPED AGENCY USERS UNDERST ND MORE
ABOUT HOW TO GET A JOB

THEME

43

EXAMPLES'OF COMMENTS

Provide Relfant
Knowledge,

The program listd necessary
education abilities, areas of
employment as well as employment
potential.
Such as where to look about in-

} formation abo4t jobs.
Where to look.
Where to get it and where to
find it -and the people.

Helped Identify Job Has helppd me to realize what Ib Seeking Strategies ' need for education in order to
get'a certain job. t--.
What I need for qualifications.
Try to find a career with an .

open field that relates to your
interests and educational baak-
ground.
It showed me that you need
different types of training and
education -

I've learned how to prepare
myself for the job I seek.
When you know which Care,r you
want you are more determined to
look for it.
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AGENCY DIFFERENCES

There were differences on four of the 24 items on the questionnaire in

how the agency users perceived the impact of GIS. These four items related

to.the impact of GIS on se1T-awareness, "-seeking skills, job-keeping

skills and educational planning. A CHI SQUARE of 11.645 was computed when

the item "Has GIS helped you understand more about yourself?" was crosstabu-

lated by agency. The chi-square was Ognificant at the .05 level. This sta-

tistic indicates that there is a significant difference in how clients of

diffelt agencies viewed this-item. Only 27 percent of the Penobscot CE.TA

group said "yes", as compared to 72 percent of the Maine Correc't4tonal group,

64 percent of UMA, 45 percent,of Maim Job Service and 40 percent of ACAP.

A chi sqvare of 15.04 was computed on the distribution of responses to

the job-seeking skills item by'agency and was significant at the .01 level.

Eighty-four percent of the Maine Corrections group said "yes" GIS helped in

developing job-seeking skills, in contrast to a low of 27 percent from the

Maine Job.Service, 30 percent from ACAP, 36 percent froM Penobscot CETA and

43 percent of UMA. The same pattern was true of job-keeping skills: The A

chi-square was 28.64 and was significant at the'.001 level. Sixty-five

percent of the,Maine Correctional group,circled "yes" in contrast to 21 per-

.cent of UMA, efght percent of Maine Job Service, six percent of Penobscot

CETA and ten percent-of ACAP.

44
A chi-square of Z1.65 was:computed for the item "Using GIS helped me to

make the 'educational plans I need to make." Two-thirds of the Maine Correc-

tional group agreed, about one-third.of the UMA and Penobscot CETA groups

and about 10 percent of Ole ACAP and Maine J0446ervice groups agreed:

60
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lhe differences may in part reflect the characteristics of the clients
4

)
of each age cy. The irilates of the Maine Correctional Center are more

enthusiast c about the values of the GIS system, but they are more remote
v

from the problems facing those active in the job market. This isgrespecially

true in terms of job-seeking and job-keeping skills. The inmates presumably

have' more time than others to reflect on what they might or would like to do.

SEX DIFFERENCES

Even though there were significant differencessbetween the proportion

of males and females at the agencies, sex of the resppndeAs was Rot a

significant variate in the rating of GIS1. There was significant difference

between males and females on only one of the 24 items, "GIS helped in developing

job-keeping skills,." (chi-square = 41155, p(.05). Thirteen percent'of women

checked "yes" ascompared to 34 percent of the men.

AGE DIFFERENCES

Although there were significant differences between t e_age

butions of clients at the agency sites, age was not an iMpor ant variat

there were, however, significant differences among age groups on four of the

24 items. A chi-squee of 14.56 ((,001) was computed for the item "People

should always have help from a human, never a computer." Users oged 21 or

dhder tended to prefer human help much more than users 22 and older. A chi-

square of 5.97 (p(.05) was computed for the item "I read books and pamphlets

about jobs and training after using GIS." A higher proportion of users 22 and

older said that tlhey read books (51 to 33 percent).

6 1
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( GIS was more helpful in developing self-awareness with the 22

and older group than the 21 and younger group. Sixty-three percent .

of the older group checked "yes" as compared to 33-percent of the younger

group (chi-square = 6.21, p(.05).j
11,*

GIS was more helpful to the younger group in helping them with job-

seeking skills. Sixty-four percent of the younger group, but only 17 percent

of the older group stated that GIS helped with these skills (chi square=6.26, p(.05)

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

There were differences between the sites on the educational level of

the users; however, this was not significant in understanding the

variance of the ratings. There were no significant differences on responses

to the twenty-four items when broken down by the Oucational level

of the participants.,

PUBLIC SCHOOL USERS-*REACTION TO GIS

Seven secondary school sites had thetr students use the terminal and

complete the Public School Users Log. Ninety-eight percent of the users

stated that the purpose of using GIS was clear to them. Eighty-nine percent

found tt* directions for using the GIS Guide and Symmary Sheet clear to them.

There were three questilons which were asked to elicit immediate reactions

to the system. Seventy-four percent checked that they enjoyed using GIS,

24 percent said it was okay. Only one of the students checked "disliked it."

Fifty-four ercent indicated that they got the type of information

needed from GIS; 25 percent claimed they needed more and 21 percent were not

sure.

62
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' Only tour of the 163 students completing the log felt that GIS was a

waste ot Lime or no .help at all; only three-were not sure on this item. One

hundred(63 percent) reported that GIS was useful and that they learned helpful

thinqs,..while 24 percent (38 students) said that GIS helped them make their

vocational and educational choices.

As a result of using GIS the public school users indicated that they:

would talk with their counselor (33 percent);

would talk with their parents449 percent);

would talk with their teachers (12 percent);

would talk with people in the occupations (37 percent);

would write for school catalogs and information (33 percent);

would get more books and materials to read on the topic (33 percent); and'

would do "other" things such as get more training; talk with girlfriend,
use the GIS for more information, write for applications, look for a
full-time job, enter service to go to school, and write to the addresses

...,they-gave to you on the sAeets (14 percent).

Users were also given an opportunity to write sonal comments about

GIS. A thematic analysis of the statements with examples of comments is

"found in Table 15. Five major'themes were identified. The majority of

'statements related to the first NO themes. GIS was perceived by the users

to be a useful sys0m and it was mofivational. The initial exposure aided

students in making 6reer or educational decisions or confirmed their deci-

sions. There were very few written negative comments about the system.

Negative comments pertained to specific situations, such as GIS

should have somdthing about liberal arts programs.

44#
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T /1.111.,E

THEMATIC ANALYSIS OF COMMENTS FOUND ON
THE PUBLIC SCHOOL USER'S FORM

THEME EXAMPLES

Helpful, Useful
System

Very helpful, I thought it
helped me a wholeelot, GIS was
very helpful: I'm glad I used
it.

P

Very good system. It helped me
alot.
I like_the GIS And it was very
helpful.
I really,think this syptem is of
value in-giving people like me
with no idea whatsoever of'where
they want to go or what they-want
to do, ideas.

Fun, Motivational It was fun. I thought it was
great and I want to use it again.
I think more people should be
able to use it. I enjoyed working ,

with GIS.

Decision, Actions Talk with some people abdut the
career., I,
Check plipiphlets.
Pilled out applications for
schocas.
-Think about other occupation.

Criticisms I think the GIS should have some-
thing about Liberal Arts type
programs-
I wish. it could give me more
information on a specific course'
of study at, the school I was
interested in.
All the codes were confusing.
The AIDS file needs help.

Confirmed Career Plans I was already set on engineering
and GIS.made my interests deeper.

134
4
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PUBLIC.SCHOOt USERS^POST QUESTIONNAI'kE
v
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The 'public sichool participants were asked to evaluate 20 statements

relating to different dilmensions of GIS. The results are presented in :

table 16.

There were eight items which asked users to evaluate different dimen-

sions of GIS. About 91 percent of the users agreed that it was fun to use
e.

the computer terminal (45 percent strongly agreed; 46 percent agreed).

Only three (2 percent) of the sample disagreed.

Overall/, stuglents found using GIS a pleasant personal experience.

Twenty-fo4Opercent strongly agreed, 55 percent agreed to this statement.

Only ten (6 percent) of the students digagreed to this item,

Twenty-five (14 percent) Of the users felt that using GIS was.a very,

cold impersonal experience; 12 percent.were unsure and 74 percent disagreed.

.1wenty-four (13 percent) of the students indicated that students should

"always have help from a human, hot.a computer:" Sixty (31 percent) were

unsure. Ninety-seven (54 percent) disagreea.

Forty-eight (27 percent) indicated that GIS was a waste of time; it

didn't help themat all, but two thirds felt otherwise. Seventy-eight

percent of the students stated that GIS heJped them enough that they thought

students*ould have.,.the same opportunity tKey. did. Seventeen percent

-

were unsure and six percent disagreed.

Only of the 187 students found that the information from GIS was not

easy to understand. Seventy-nineyercent either strongly agreed-or agreed

that the information from GIS was easy to understand. Sixteen of the 187
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TABL 6

RESPONSES,TO-PUBLIC SCHOOL USERS POST QUESTIONNAIRE

..

CATEGORY STRONGLY STRONGLY
fOID ITEM ,

mIssInG
AGREE

AGREE UNSURE DISAGREE ,

DISAGREE

EVALUATION

It was fun to use
the computer terminal

Using GIS was a
pleasant experience

Using GIS was h
vdery cold impersonall
experience

Students should
always have help'from
a human not a computer

6

8

6

Using GIS was a waste , 6

of time; it-didn't
help me at all

GIS helped me enough 6\
that I think all
students should haye
the same opportunity

GIS provided me with 7

the type of informa-
tion I wanted

STANDARD
DEVIATION

81

44.8

43
23.6

83

45.9

100

54.,k_

14

7.7

29

15.9

3

1.7

.

8

4.4

0

0.0

2

1.1

1.663
0.693

2.044
0.820

15 10 21 67 66 3.888
8.4 5.6 . 11.7. 37.4 - 36.9 1.208 .

6 18 . 60 66 31 3.541
3.3 9.9 31.1 36.5 17.1 0.-997

15 .33 11 45 77 3.751
8.3 18.2 6.1 24.9 42.5 1.382

78 63 8 2 1.856
43.1 34.8 16.6 4.4 1.1 0.926

44 99 21 11 5 -2.078
24.4 55.0 11.7 6.1 2.8 0.924

.
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TABLE 16 CON4NUED

CATEGORY
AND ITEM MISSING

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE UNSURE DISAGREE

EVALUATION

The informati
from GIS was easy-
'to understaRd

CAREER DECISIONJWING

.1

The computerli0-
great way to----0W1nfor-
mation to help with ,

choosing occupations

Usig GIS helped

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

7 51 92

28.3 51.1.

7 88 56
48.9 31.1

5 . 46 81

me to learn a lot '25.3 44.5
about occupations

I did not learn
'anything new about
how to make career
decisions from GIS

After tising GIs, I

began using books-and
other materials in the
guidance library that
I would have ipored

-8 29 ,

4.5 16.3

10 210 (iqrd
14.7 31.6

MEAN/
STANDARD
DEVATION

24

13.3

20

10

5.6

11

3

1.7

5

2.011

0.891

Pr 1.828
11.1_ 6.1 . 2.8 1.935

27 . 18 10 2.258
14.8 9.9 .- 5.5 1.110

33. 68 40 3.579
18.5 M.2- 22.5 1.138

39 48 8 2,751
22.0 27.1 4.5 1.141

A

r-

4

SI

1
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TABLE 16 eONTINUED

CATEGORY
AND ITEM

MISSING

f

CAREER.DECISION MAKING

GIS helped me feel
good about my
career plans

10

Using GIS helped me- 6

discover some of
the important questions
I should be asking
during the process of
choosing an occupation

EDUCATIONAL DECISION MAKING

4 Using GIS helped me make . 11

educational plans

GIS helped me select-a 9

specific school or
1E program for education

'or traiping

SELF AWARENESS

I learned a lot abouts
myself using GIS

7 0
,

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE UNSURE DISAGREE
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN/
STANDARD
DEVIATIQN

28 60 42 34 13 2.684
15.8 33.9 23.7 19.2 7.3 1.168

39 95 34 13 0 2.116
21.5 52.5 18.6 7.2 0.0 .0.825

.26 74 51 20 5 2.455
. 14.8 42.0 29.0

,.

11:4 2.8
.

0.973

\:' 30
16.9,

61

34.3

51

28.7
35

' 19.7
1

0.6

2.528
1.009

1

, 01
21 '50 67 29 12 2.782
11.7 27.9 37:4 16.2 6.7 1.138
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TABLE 16 CONTINUED

CATEGORY
AND ITEM

AWARENFSS

Using GIS helped me
learn more about
my values as related
to career planning

Using GIS helped me

t learn more about
interests as they
relate to career
planning °

Using GIS helped me
learn about my
abilities al they relate
to career planning

4

MISSPIG STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE UNSURE DISAGREE
STRONGLY

.DISAGREE

MEAN/
STANDARD
DEVIATION

7 27 84 51 14, . 4 2.356
15.0 46.7 28.3 7.8 2.2 0.907

10 29 101 30 12 2.226
16.4 57.1 16.9 6.8 2.8 0.901

.

8 31 90 43 . 13 2
(

2.246
17.3 50.3 24.0 7.3 .1.1 0.865

0

Note: On the.Likert scale, Strongly Agree = 1, Strongly Disagree = 5

40(

12

7

73

01
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were not sat;sfied with the type of information GIS provided. T41nty-one

(12 percent) were not sure. Forty-four (24\percent) strongly agreed that

.they got the type of information needed and 99, or 55 percent, etnre0.

PUBLIC SCHOOL USERS--CAREER DECISION MAKING

Ihere were six Likert scale items on the Public School Post Questionnaire

relating to career decision making. Eighty percent (49r percent strongly

agree and 31 percent agree) inditated that the coMputer was a great way to

gel infonuation to help with choosing occupations. Only nine percent of

the sample disagreed.

GIS was also a valuable tool for them to learn about-occupatiOns.

lwenty-five pertent strongly agreed, fOrty-five percent.agreed, while only ten

percent disagreed and six percent strongly disagree*

Sixty percent fethat GIS helpecrihem in learning how to make career-

decisions. Twenty percent indicated that they did not learn anything new

about c Aecision making by using GIS.

About three quarters f the students felt that using GIS helped them

discover some of the impor t questions they should be asking during the

process of choosing an occupation. Nineteen percent were unsure, seven

percent disagreed, and no one strongly disagreed.

GIS had.sollif impact on stimulating students to use books and other

materials in the guidanCe library that they would have otherwise ignored.

Forty-six percept indicated that they did thAs; tweity-two percent were

unsure, and 32 percent did not use such materials.

Eighty-five (50 percent) of the participants checked "yes"

that GIS helped them tg make a career or.job.decision. Almost
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-a I 1 01 these indi v idua I s added comments The themes and qxamples of each

are included in Table 17. Six themes-were identified:

GIS helped students make specific decisions;

- GIS provided useful career information;

t. GIS helped students narrow'their job or ocCupational choices;

GIS opened or expanded their career horizons;

G1S helped confirm career plans already 'mode;

GIS aided in career decision making.

The majority of comments were in themProvided Information" and

"Aided Decision Making" categories since most students were still formulating

their career plans.

PUBLIC SCHOOL USERS'--EDUCATIONAL DECISION MAKING

Aliqut 5/ percent of the students responding to the two educational

decision making items reported that GIS helped them in making educational

plans. Fourteen percent disagreed alnd 29 percent were unsure. A slightly

lower percentage (51 percent) claimed that GIS heTped thet sl6lect a specific
-5

schQol for further education or training, but 29 percent were unsure.

Twenty percent disagreed.

Eighty-eight (52 percent) of the group checked Yes" that GIS

helped them to make a decision about further education. Almost all of the

students included comments. The themes an examples of the comments- are
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1 TABLE 17

WAYS GIS HELPED PUBLIC SCHOOLS USERS MAKE
CAREER OR JOB DECISIONS

56

THEME EXAMPLE6

Specitic Action
. Decided. which college to go to
Electronics

Xonfirmation Of
Plans I had already decided On my

,career. GIS gave me all the
information I needed on this
caf4er-.
Because it assured me that the
career I had chosen was'the
riyht one for me. 1

Provided Information It gave me information on wat
C.hc job will be lik. now much
a year's salary will be and if
that's a good trade for the
area I'm in.
Because it got me the information
I needed. It gave me the informa-
tion and it's what I want.
It gave me names of colleges in
other states that I didn't know
existed.
It told me some stuff I couldn't
find out elsewhere.

Helped Narrow Cnbice
.ar

I wasn't quite sure which field
of photography I wanted to'go
into. This narrowed the field
down.
It's helped me to narrow down-

objectives but I still haven't
OM.ally decided.
It has helped me to limit my
possibilities.

Opened Opportunities,
Expanded Horizons

r

It showed me what kinds of jobs
that I wanted to look into but
di'dn't know how to.
Taught me what other occupations
were all about before stepping
into them.
I now have a clearer.idea of a
job field.

7-



TAIsLi. I/ CoNT1NUED
51

-1r 1
THEME EXAMPLES

kOpened Opportunitles U. made me aware of the opportuni-
Expanded Horizons(Continued) Allies available.

Aided Decision Making

ft

It helped me decide on what I
might do.
It's shown me what my commitments
will be for the profession I
was interested in and made me
realizethat it was the job I
wanted.

.

It fias shown me my options.
Because I was confused and it
showed me what I would be good

I m-aii not be talented or skilled
for this occupation so-I am
thinking.
By explaining what courses and''
abilities are necessary for a
certain profession.'
By giving me information that I
found useful to pick my cQurses
that I need for the occupltion.
It has shown me some of the
things I can and can't do.
GIS helped because it showed me
things about careers tbdt I did
not like and changed my mind
-.about pursuing that-particular
career.

IL

0

*r

.1 77
.
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included in Table 18. The themes identified were:
a

GIS helped students take immediate specific acitions;....

GIS helped students narrow their educational or training choices;,

GIS provided educational infOrmation which was helpful to the students;

GIS stimulated thinking Abourtheir future education;

eGIS had an impact on their immediate educational decision making.

PUBLIC SCHOOL USERS'--SELF AWARENESS

Ihere were five likert. items on the Post Questionnaire related to the

impact of GIS on self-awareness. Forty percent (12 percent strongly agree;

28 percent agree) reported Lhat-they learned a lot about themselves as a

result of using' GIS. Twenty-three percent diSagreed, while 37 percent

were unsure:

2/
A larger perfent 'agreed that GIS helped them to learn more about their

values ag they,relate to career planning.- Fifteen percent strongly agreed,

---4-nrcent agreed, 28 percent were unsure, and 10 percent disagreed.

A mewhat similar response pattern was noted in relation to career

interesptt. Sixteen percent checked "strong agree," and 57' percent agreed
f

that they clav;-ified interests by usingGIS. 'Only about 10 percent disagreed.

Also, abput 68 percent of the respondents indicated that GIS helped.theiiii

learn more about their academic and social abilities as they relate to career

planning. Only eight percent disagreed While 24 percent were unsure. There

is .a more positive reSponse concerning the impact of GIS on spelfic dimens.ions

Of self, such as values, interegts and abilities, than on the more general

statement "I learned ailot about my lf." Students had a hard time `

identifying the meaning of this las item. Between one-quarter and three-

eighths of the students were unsure. It is not the purpose of GIS to develop

V'
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TABLE 18

WAYS GIS HELPED PUBLIC SCHOOL USERS MAKE
EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING DECISIONS

59
4-

""e

THEME EXAMPLES

Specific Actions To get my license ive.
In school, math, ph' q and
algebra.
It helped me find a ege. .

.11k,losd Narrow Choic

,

Ilcforto I didn't knpw at a14
where to go for college but now
I have a better idea.
I either need 2 years of college

// or I can go to a _trade school.
It helped me locate the type of
college I Wanted to go tb that
I would like. -c

Yes, I wasn't sure which college
,to look intojInd GIS narrowed
it down to a ew that I Can'pheck
into.
Yes, the GIS showed me that I
realay did not know what I wanted
so I have to decide to take a
liberal arts program to help me
decid which 1,./Sy to turn. It-has
hel d me narrow-it down.

kProvided It tells you where schools are and
things about them and most
occupations you have to 4o on to
school for.
I have found infdrmation where I
can go.
They devribea the types of schools
and they'i were verlOinteresting.
Where yoU can get that,training
and for how long-.
It gave me more information about
more choices.
It gave me a list of all the two
year colleges that I would be
interested in.

Stimulated Thinking It has given-me most specific
areas to learn about.
It has helped me understand.

7 9
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Ei(AMPLES

Stimulated 'ilttinkiny, Cont..

\

-what4t had to do to yet ahead.
It has made me think more about
going to vocational Or-trade
school.
It gave me more-information about
more choices,.
Got me interested in getting
a higher degree than a bachelor's.

Effected ImMediate
Decision Making

4.11.

a

gio

It .has made me decide to go
on with schooling.
To go td vocationAl school because -
of the qualification6 it listed'.
I thought that I wouldn't qualify
but found out differently.
It told me what I had 'to have for
my. education After H.S.
I tound out'how long I had to
go to school. s

e

-;.

e



greater selfokirenes,J, but students are'asked

-61

make decisions basolilon

their interests, values and abpitie3.when tley' make a,generaIized.searchr
4 t

.

of tt-N eccupatigral. file,
<

Fifty- of the 187 students.(30 percent') circled "yes".to the .

quetion, "Hos using GIS helpeeyou.understhnd More-about )(ourself?"j

all checking "yes," included personal coMments:.. ExampleSsof.the coments
.=

an'vd themes.identified are incluiclid in Toble 19; Airwo themes were identIffied:
1

GIS clarified their undersii.anding.of themseles;ond
\

GIS helped expand their peilsonal.self-understanding.
.

PUBLIC SCHOOL UERS'--JOB SEEKINGSKILLS

. Almost'

iiity-three f3t percentrof\the 187 students indicated that GIS helped
\

them to underst lore about how\to get a job. The themes and example's

are sunowrized Table n<. The Some two themes wer identified for public_

school, users as for agency uiers-:

iGIS provided relevant knowledge, and

.GIS helped students tg 'identify job seeking strategies.

PUBLIC SCHOOL USERS'--JOB- KEEPING SKILLS

CIS had the leastt impact, on job keeping skills.. Only 15 of the 187, or .

nine percent,said that GISshelped ihem tO'lindeirstand more,about how to kp,ep

a job. Examples of some of.the-comments are:
5

"If you're a Tore qualified. person, you're liable to get the jOb.
With that in mind, yOu'll .get _a job longer with the help of the'
computer."

L!,* getting information about the r9les that you follow in that
occupation,"

--";; plan for the atmOsphere an4your work had to(fit it and keep
the job."

By t....oking CO-OP."

You have to do your jgb rigict."
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TABLE --t-Sk,

WAYS GIS HELPED PUBLIC SCHOOL U ERS UNDERSTAND
MORE ABOUT THEMSEL ES '

'I'UEME I EXAMPLES'OF COMMyNTS

CiaeiLied Their
Unqerslcihding

a

What I think I'm capable of.
What I like and don't like.
What is required. ,

Things I'm good at.
What it takes and what I've, got. 4.

Exparid4Understanding

e

Putting'all my qualifications
Loyether and getting answers
put of the computer helped a lot.
It's helped me realize that'I
am stubborn enough to overcome"
any obstacles that fall in,My
path..and attempt to prevent
me from earning -my goal in life.
It's made Me reaiize what i can
do.
It made me think.:
Gave me ideas on what to do. 4

. I can be who I Avant to be but
I can't exaggerate my

\intelligence.

*4

Yr
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TABLE .n)

WAYS GIS HELPEW PUBJ0IC SCHOOL USERS
UNDERSTAND MORE hBOUT 00W TO GET AsJOB

6 3

THEmE EXAMPLES
11\

Provided Relovant Where to go.
Khowledye It telis what kind of.education

to have.
? :Well, it shows you what kind of

education you need and skills
to get the j.ob.
Sithooling I need.
Yes, I, know where to look for
information.

.1 It -shows me the necessary
requirements'for a job.
What schools, what subjects to
take,

Hel ed Idenify Job- 'I can larite to certaiX\areasand
king Strategies get more .information about how the

%. job is running.
How to choose the right job.
It made me understand some of
the ways you have .to do things.
To go and talk to them:'
You have to have special qualifi-
cations tb get your job and you
really have to work in your job.
Eiecause you have to tell what you
have for skill and you have a '

,Ldhance,of getting it.
.GIS haA Made me More aware on

4,

how qualificatIons are necessary
for a job.
M1th GIS I 1.arhed 'about certain .

things that would make me More 4
qualified than if I hadn't used
GIS be.fore,,.

vor

4.

83

' .4101
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PlOPLE INVOLVLD IN VCANNING'

64

As a result of using GIS, students were asked how often they discussed

their post high school plans with a selected list of individuals. The fre-

quency of these discussions is reported in TOle 21. 'Friends their oWn age

.were,utilized most in these discussfons. One hundred five respondents (59fpercent) checked that they talked with friends their own age often.

Parents were second (54 percent) and pelople in an occupation in which they

were interested were third (36 percent). Clergy, principals and stite employ-
,

ment service officers were least utilized by students es ussing their post

high school,plans. These findings are consistent--With o er national and

regional studies that report students select their.parents and friend's as

first choices in discussing career plans. Profes. ional agencies and Counseli.
services are often-viewed as Ores to go when one as a prOblem. .For many

youth, the process of career decision making is not viewed as a "froblem"

for when in doubt one-can always respond "I'm going. to col.lege."

EDUCAT ONAL ,ASVIRATIONS

The educational aspirations of he public school users are listed on
s

Table 22: he information is incl.uded to describe and to le115 khe reader(

,
, undqrstand he educatiorial aspirations of-the sample. The da:Ca cannot be used as

.a measuee ofAhe *pact of GA 'on educationarplanding.. The4students were
5)

o.
. Nasked to check the schooling theY thought thepswoulsd get and then to check

, ,
..

..

the education tt ,would like to have. Fretwencjes,Are presented to.each
41-

a

4

'Ts

,
question in Table 22. The crOsstlp of items by educational levels is.not,

.

4
. 0 .-

presented or arialy eg: About three,percent Checked "quit school"

_ 4

.
84

, 4.4
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i
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TABLE 21

PEOPLE UTILIZED BY STUDENTS TO DISCUSS PLANS
AS A RESULT OF USING. GIS

PE0PLE

1) Parents

1
2) Relative other

than parents

Guidance counselor

4) Teacher
s4

5) Principa

Clergy

7) State Employe(ent
service officer

NEVER SELDOM- OFTEN MISSING

18
9.8

66
36.1

58 *79
.31..9 43.4

43 _ 83
23.6 45.6

84 60
45.T- 32.8

151 24
82.5 . 13.1-

158 I 19
86/3 10.4

143 28
78.6 -15.4

98 5

53.6'

45 5
24.7

56
30.8

38 .4

20.8
c

5

8 4

4.4

6 4

3.3

11
6.0

5

a)

9)

, .

An.aaialt not ,

mentioned above
4

51
28.0

Friends your own 19
aye 10.7

People in 47
occupation in which 6.6
I am interested

76,
41.8 k

55
30-2 -

5

53
29.9

105
59.3

1,0

a
62

;111:1

2 35:0 .2
14

11

,,

f.
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'on both items. The education students would like to have indicates that

they perceive a need for post college work. The biggesiiffef.ence between

expAted and desired levels of education is in the graduate school category.

There is a slight drop between numbers expecting and desiring to graduat

from high school and vo ational-technical schools,-and more of a drop in
..

the junior college.categ y. In general theistudents would like to have
-4.

a higher level of education than they realisticallY expect to get. The data

reflect the importance of educational decision making and planning as com-

ponents of any sequential career education program.

TABLE 22

EDUCATIONAL ASPIRATIONS OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL RESPONDENTS'

scipourN wIKL IKT_UALLA,ACUIL

f Percent

SRVOLING WOULD,LIKE TO HAVE

f Percent'.

Quit School . 7 3.8
'Grad..H.S. 40\ 22.0
Voc.Tech. 40 22.0
Jr. College 28 15.4
4 Yr. College 52 28.6
qrad. School. 15 8.2
riissiliq 5

6

34 19.0
-235 19.6
17 9.5
39 21.8
48 26.8
8

Note: Respo ses indicate that these students perceive a need for advanced
jduotlon but have probably- compromised their aspiratiOns due to
financial limitations, etc.

4

f'

LI

-e-
4.7
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TYPE:OF COMMUNITY-

lhe public school sample was divided into four categories: rural

(tlodgdon, Houlton), urban (LeWiston,-Auburn),.small city (Old Town,

Brewer) and institotionalized (Maine Youth Center). Chi-square analysis

was computed on all the items by type of community.. The analysis tested

J.whether response to each item is independent of the type" of comunim ty.

rfpresented.. There,were significtint differences found* sixteen of the ,

. 46 items (See Appendix 0. Complete crosstabs on each7item are not pre- :

s'ented.but the major discrepancils in the response patterns are.reported..
...---,--

,
.

. .,
.

.Students from the small cities rated 'the occupation=file More poSitively. ,

. .

than rural students. It should be noted that .all groups were' positive but

1differed in their intensity.

There were several differenceS on the post questionnaire items. The

institutionalized high school students.had the greatest pref rence (27 per-
.

cent) for human rather than computer help. Small city (16 ercent) were

'Irt,followed by rural (13 percent). The.lowest was,the urba'n group (5.

percent).

Small city students felt that G#45 rbVided the ty e of information they

needed. .1-he urban and instituttonal r p dents were east positive. The

,small city and rjral groups reported 'the informatiOn as easy to underzstand."

The urban and institutional group had leSs positive feelings toward this.

The small city and institutional students perhived that they learned more
,

about occupations by using GIS than the urbail ge164p, ilore:of the sm 1

city sample wanted and expected to get some form of post sec ndary e94uca-

,

It-ion and rated the four-year cbllege filexiore .positively th0 the Other grodps.:
-

%

1,

\

r

,

sEr 0.4
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-
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As a result'of the GIS experienceistudents'in small cities talked more

with their parents than did institutionalized and rural pupils. AMong the
I

,

institutioral,ized group the principal and state employment officer were

significan igures with whom they disCussed their career plans.
P

More f the.,sapll ctty,group discussed career plarTingtwith their peers.
)

the ur n and institutisinal steehts reported this less often, and the

inst utional group had 14A peer intWraction. The small city group also

communicated with gui4ance counselors more than the rural and. iNan groups.

Ftitther, the sma l city group wanted and expectefl to get.some nm of post:- 4

s'econdary education ald rated the COL 4 fileafe positively than.did the

other groOs.

In general, the stl3al1 city group, perhaps because of nearness to the

University of Maine and previous exposure to computers.in school,, tend to .

be more positive about their exposure to GIS. Also the social and economic

makeup"of the urban, rural and small city groups probably differs

cantly. Tffe institutionaliz9d groyp is located ib a completely different

# setting and halunique characteristics in relation to career needs.

AGE DIFFERENCES

Age did not seem to be an important variable inothe interpretation of

the impact of GIS, There were only six sibnificant chi-squares_ and fhe

differetaces in. general A're more random than systematic. Fifteentyear-olds

talked with their parents least; l4-year-olds with relathes leAst. Both these

I
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wage groups talked witlA cOunseIors less than the older groups. fifteen-year-

olds'were less positive about the value of using the computer. These trends

might pOssibly be the result of adolescent role change, from dependence

to. independence.

SEX DIOLRENCES

There were only five significant chi-squares when the itais were
10

analyzed by the sex of thetrespondent. Girls tended to have higher

educational aspirations than boys. Girls tended not to use-the computer asy
, many times the boys: There were differences in frequency of use bu

°-
lot in the means of the two groups. Males rated the Armed Services Occupational'.

file more positively than girTs. More females than males felt GIS had helped

them in making career deciSions. Sex was not an imp'Ortant variable in

evaluating the impact of GIS.

.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SCHOOL CLASSES

There were mine signifitant chi-squares Wien the items were broken down

by_class in school:i, In general the differences were more random than systematic.

Only the major disorepancies are reported. Com tyross/abs for each item

are not reported since cell size mall and generalizdtions tenuous. Fresh- 'N-)

men felt that they learned more, about occupations throbgh GIS than the other

claSses. More Junior and Seniors than Sophomores and Freshmen feTt-that GIS

was a waste of tilito It should be remembered that only 48 studeipjelt GIS

was a Waste of time and within this group upper class students.were more,

negative than lower class students. Seniors and Juniors talked with guidance -

"counselors more than Freshmen'and Sophomores._ Sophomores talked With their

relatives less than the other classes. Seniors had the highest level of

educatiOnal aspirations; Freshmen, thelolvt. Freshmen perceived GIS as- )

r.`
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more helpful in developing job-seeking skills than the other classes while

Sophomores ScIW GIS more helptul in job-keeping skills than the other classes.

4
PIRAM DItINENCLS

4

There were ten significant lii,squares when the item responses were

tompared by Cype of high school progr:am (college prep, general, vocational,

business). College p'rep students tended to use e compulter term I more'.

)1h,in Ole other groups and ha'd the hi ghest level o educational aspirations.

Wire vocational- students than college prep students felt that GIS helped .them

[0 make career decisions. This was also true of job-keeping skills. The

general, vocational, and business student.felt GIS was more Wpful in

developing jotl seejdnq skills'ihan the col1&e prep group. 4The vocational

5 students found.the LVT file more helpful than he other grou0s.- :The general

and vocational students were less likery to re/d books and pamphlets'as a

result'of GIS .th'in the other 9roups.

PUBLIC SCHOOL USERS'--CAREVI EDUCATION.ACTIVITI S

The respondents indicated partio.patiOn in wide range of career

!education aktf.ivitie.g1: ee Table 23). The theme mo t frequently heard

.Ily students in the career education program was-othat a pe.rson-can -choose

an'y job and that. a person's sex or race should not matterTh) making a

job choice." -Ttie activity second most frequently reported'was talkting

about j4s with gralogps of siudentS. The third mos fret--5-Ctivity

was for students to discuss their own values in relJtIon to krk. The
,

fourth;was to study the ir_lkerests and abilities people need for particular,
-1

jobs and careers_ The fifth activity was to ask parents questions about

what they do aiw.work. Students had the least,exposure bp-field

9 0
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TABLE,23

CAREER EDUCATION ACTIVITIES OF HIGH SCHOOL SANPLE

ACTIVITY

)

2)

ALMOST IN E, ONCE/
EVERY' A TWICE
DAY WE!, A

MONTI)

LESS
THAN

ONCE PER
MONTH

NEVER MISSING

Use-TV:tapes, filmstrips or
Yadio to learn about jobs

*tend a -ca er fair

9 i$10 17
7.3 8.1 .1378

1 1 .4--

0.8 0:8 3.3

31

25.2

47
38.2

3) Talk about 6bs and careers
with group of students'

4) Golaround with_workers t1
what they do on their jobs

sa'

5)_ Talk about how people in cer
jobs and\careers may have
certain attitudes and values

.0 Study the interests and abilities
people needqd h)tve for particular'
jobs and careers

7) 'Tal-I( wIth the cllss about what
was !learned about careers%on

. fielti trips

8)2 Use the library or learning s

.center to learn of careers
k

4,

4

16 30 30
13.0 24.4 24.4

t.

4
6 10

4.9 1 4.1

15 ---- 10
12.i 8.1

.

19 14

15.4 11.4

8
0.0 1.6

6 13
4.9 10.6

20

33

26.8

24

0.5

56

. 45.5

68

55,a

' 22'

17.9

1.6

0.8

57 4

46.3 3.2c,

2

1

43 34 1 1

35.0 27.0 0.8

4 ,

34 23
27.6 18.7 -

2.7*-* 81 5
6.5, 22.0 65.9' S1

.411P\

34 34 '36'
.27.6 226 29:3 - -

11,
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(ABL 23 CONTINUED

ACTIVITY'. t

ALKOST ONCT 41.ES-S
EVERY A TWICE

DAY WEEK A

MONTH

THAN

ONCE PER NEVER MISSFIG
MONTH

-9) Go on field trips to -
businesses or industries to 2.#
learn what people do in
their jobs

3.

10) LIsten to worker's talk to the
class about the 'work they do

6

4.9 5.7 114.6 -30.94 43.1 0.8

1 12. 36 67 4
0.8 9.8 2g.3 5.4.5 . 3.3

) t

7 18 .----1 38 53 1

, ,

44.,11) ,Li en . he-parents of 6 5 7 ,. 22 82 1

o er s ul.nts in e lass 4.9, ,4.1 5.7 n7.9 66.7, 0.8- ,alk. to the class about what i Ia.
they do 4n their work

-..

Take tests to ,find out how . r 2 3 11 33
much I know about different 16, 2:4 8,9 26.8
jobs and .what people in

1

them do

71 -3
57.7' 2.4'

t
13 Take home material from clas . 3 11 . 16 33 . 58- ' 2

so/ that my parents can help me 2.4 ( 8.v9 13.0 2643 47,2 1.6
learn about ,j9...bs 'and,whajt woir i
I might want r. .

X) Mk my paren -questions aboyt . 13 26 24 '431 ;:21 8.
Whit they do a work , . 10.6 21 1 19.5 2-5...2 - j7.1 6.5

v-.- c

15) Hear that,a mison -can chckose 30 ° 21 31 23' 16 2
,and thanyi j at a person' 24.04 -., 17.1 25:2 4.) ( 18.7 , 13.0 1.6o

sex o ace should not .
, ------------in mak if a jot/ c

4, ..A
. ) \.

4

4 `I
A:4

. \ 46. - _
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TABLE 23 CONTINUED

s_

ACTIVITY

ALMOST ONCE ONCE/ LESS
EVERY A -MICE THAN
DAY WEEK A ONCE PER

MONTH MONTH

% 16) Talk about my own'values
,

12
_ about woH( . 9,..8

1(7) Hear about how to look
._

14
for and get a job 11.4

4

18) Get personal adyice from
people in.the school about
my future job possibpities

lg) Getrpersonal advice frOm. ./
peoVe.a school about future
education possibilities and
how to app to college-'

9

23 30
18.7 24.4.

16 28
13.0 22.8

18 37

NEVER MISSIflG
.

.
%

.

32,

.

17 9

26.0 13.8 7;3
,

42 -21 2

34.1 17.1 1.6
%

31 27 1

7.3 14.6 30.1 25.2 ,.. 22.0 0:6'
J

41-:14110c

. 8 11 . 34 37 29 4
6.5

26 Take testsAo find out about 2

my job inteests and skills. 1.6
e

21) Get personal help from people 11

in school in finding A paid ,ob 8.9.

2) Take part in a sdhool-
supervised work experience or
work stud5t program

17
13.8

8.9 27.6

6 17

4.9 13,8

r
4 10

3.3 8.1
,...P

5 5 '.

4.1 4.1

30.1 23.6 3.3

51 44 3,

41,5 35.8 2.4

25 70 3

- 20.3 56.9 2.4

,

6 . 85 , 5

4.9 69.1 4.1

93

, .

4

NOTE: .Individual, item responses 'Ind coMputed percentages for 125 respondeny 'are presented in this table.

,
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Icip% a form of career exploration, havi-411,tents of students talk to

the class aboUt what they do in their work, career fairs and in taking tests

to iind out how muGh they krThbout jobs.

lhese findings lena further support to the need for comprehensive career

education programs in Maine schools. Quite frankly, career planning and f

decision making is being lett to Chance. If the student is lucky and Nots a

counselor or teacher with serious interest in career guidance, he or she is apt

Lo participRe in isolated activities. Participation in.several chance

,activities over four years of high school.is difficult.to accept, parti-

''(..ularly when these high school students will-be entering a complex techno-, .

. logiCal world in the 1980's.

AGENCY7SCHOOL COMPARISONS

)
_Both groups'found the vurpose of GIS clear to them (100 percent, agency.:

98 perceil schoOls. Neither group.had much trouble with using the GIS Guide and'

Summary Sheet* Eighty-eight percent of the agency group'foUnd the directions

clear, compared to 89 percent of the public,hool users.

!here 4ere three common question (Item's 3, 4; and 5) ow the Userstog

to evaluath thd system (See Appehdix C). Eighty-eight percent of the agency
/4

users said they eRjoyed using GIS comOred ,to 74 percent of the public

school usenS.. Forty:seven percent of the a)geacy users said they got the

\information they needed from GIS, compared to,54 percentof the public

*choOl u9ers. About 25 percent of each group reported that GIS had helped 44

them in their educationa) and/or vocational choices. Sixty percent of'the

agency users and 63 percent of the students stgted that -GileS was' useful.

9
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Both groups,used the OCCU file most frequently (85 percent, agency;

8/ percent, schools), The students utilized the COL 2,and COL 4 files more than

agency users (8 and 3 percent). The agency group calledup MEOC more than the

public school group (35 as.compared to 13 percent). There,were no major

differences on the use of GRAD, MEVT or AIDS.

The public school users tended to Ise-the terminal more than agency

users. The mode for each group was one,but the mean for public school users

was 2.76 as compared to 1.90 for agency users.

A.comparlson of'the two groups is presented in Table 24. It spould be

noted that a-tAree point scale was used on the Agency Post Questionnair4

while a five point scale was used on 6e Public School Users Post '011Uestionnaire:

For purpose4 af comparison the publicischool user scale was collapsed to a three

poija scale.

Overall there, were no-major differences in how the two groups evaluated

their GIS experience. Ninety-one percent of both groups found it fun to use

the computer terminal. Around eighty percent of both groups found using GIS

a pleasant personal experience. More.of the agency group (89 percent) than

Public school OrOup (79 percent) fpund GI$ easy to understand. More'of the

public school group,(79 percent) than the agency group (69 percent reported

that 6IS gave them,the type of information they wanted. PosSibly the agency

group Was moise mature aryl seeking specific information-while the public'

school users were less mature and still exploring career areas..

Slightly over three-quarters of.both groups indicated that GIS.helped

them enough that they thought all people should have exposure-to the system.

9(1;
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TABLE 24

COMPARISON OF AGENCY AND PUBLIC SCHOOL
USERS 0N COMMON ITEMS ON POST QUESTIONNAIRE

CATEGORY AND ITEM AGENCY PUBLIC SCHOOL
. PERCENT PERCENT

EVALUATION

Fun tQ Use computer terminal 90.9

GIS, pleasant personal 80.2
experience

-GIS, cold, impersonal 2.3
experience

Easy to understand 88:8

Type of information wanted 68.5

People shield have human help

All people should have 77.54 opportunity

90.7

78.5

13.0

79.4

79.4

13.2

77.9

GIS was a waste of time 4.4 26.5

CAREER DECISION MAKING

Read booksor pamphlets 42.2 46.3N

GIS-helPed a career decision 51.0 50.0
,

Feel good about career plans 51.2 49:7'

Learned a lot about occupations 80.2 69.8

Great,way to help choosing
occupatIons

not learn how.to make .

career decisions

97

87.8 a 80

11.2 26.8

.-0
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EDUCATIONAL DEC16ION MAKING

CATEG Y AND ITEM

Helped me make educational
plans

Helped me select _specific
school

GIS helped educational decision 47.01

4

AGENCY PUBLIC SCHOOL *,
PERCENT PERCENT

36.8

26.1 51:2

52.0

SELF AWARENESS ,

* .

GIS helged in self awareness 46.5s 30.0
I

Learned more abomt my -..iterests 71,6 73.5
..,..-\

Learned about my abilities 56.8 5.7.6

Learned a lot about myself 33:7 39:6
using GIS

Learned more about my valUes 61.8 61.7

GIS helpedrjob seeking skills 46.0 31.0

GIS heAped job keeping skills 22.0 9.0

418

98

9
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The public school use.rs were slightly more negative about their GIS

experience 016e-tile agency users. Thirteen percent of the public school

Users faand GIS to-be a cold imper§onal experience as compared to two per-

jovsof the agency users. The same pattern held true for their attitudes

that people should aNiays have-help from a human, never a compUter.lv,

About d quarter of the students indicated that the GIS was a was'te of time

as compared tO only four percent of the agency clien,ts.

There were differences in'lhe intensity of users' feelings that GIS'had

helped them un making a tareer or job decision. About hatf of both groups

indicated that it had., Eighty-eight'percent of, the agency users as cOmpared

to 80 percent of the public school users felt that GIS was a great way to

get information to help vtith choosing occupations. Aboyt half of both groups.-

reported that GIS helped them eel good about their career_plans. Sliqhtly
. a

more students read books and pamphlets about jobs and training after using

01S.than agency clients (46 to 4? percdnt). About 11 percent of the agency'

sample,4pd,21 percent of the public schOol samifle indicated that they did

nut learn anything new about how to make career decisions by.using GIS.

Mare of the public school users-indicated that GIS had an impact on
,

their educational or training deCisions than agency Users. Fifty-seven

Percent of the pubqc school users as compared tO 37 per9ent of the agency4
users stated that GIS helped them to-make the'educational plans they needed

to make. Fifty-one percent of the students as compared to 26 percent of

. the agency clients indicated that GIS helped them select &specific school

or program for further education or training. .0verall 47 percent of the

agency salople and 52 percent of the publiC school sample,reported that

'using GIS helped them make a deciston about further education or training.
\

99
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Overall, the groups had similar perceptions of the value of GIS in

developing selt awareness. Slightly over 10 percent of both groups indicated
,

that GIS helppd them learn more about their interests, 4light1y over 60 per-

Lent indicated that GIS helped Chem learn more about their values and 41 per-!.

cent their abilities. Slightly above one-thtrd of each group.stated that they

learned a lot about themselves using GIS. When' aaked whether GIS helped
a

them understand more about.themselves, 46 percent of a.gency users checked "yes"

as compared to 31 percent of the Public school users.

More of the agency users than Public school users felt that GIS had

helped them in job-seekipg skills (46 to 31 percent). A lesser proportton

perceived that GIS helped themin developing job-keeping skills,' twenty-two

percent of ttie a.gency users to 9 perunt of the public school users.

PHASL 1 pHASE 2 COMPARISONS

There were a number of comMon,items on the questionnaire used 'in

Phase 1 aQd Phase 2 of the-GIS Impact Study. The item format and

response format changed betweea the two phasesbut comparisons are passible

for both immediate reaction to GIS as measured by the User's Log and the

delayed reactior as measured by the User Post Questionnaires.

The OCAI (Occupatidnal Information file) -was the primary file and was

used by over 8d percent of the users.4n both phases. The COL 4 (four-year

coPlege)file was second most frequently used in both phases,of the study.

In both/phases, clients found the purOse clear. Ninety-three percent

of the users in phase one concurred a compared With 100 percent of the

agency 'users and 98 percent of the public 'school users.ih- Phase 2.

The directions for 'sing the GIS Guide and Summary Sh.vt were clear to

the majortp of users (88 percent of Phase 1 users, 88'percent of agency

uscitrs in Phase 2989 perGent of Publicchoel users in Phase 2).
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It was i pleasant experiencev overall, for all participants. Seventy-
,

one percent in Phallk 1 reported they,enjoyed the experience. tighty-eight

percent of the agency users and_74 percent of the Public sfchool usersAn

1114%e 2 felt, 011i-way.

More individuals in Phase 2 reported they got the information.they needed

Chan in Phase 1 (schools Phase 2, 54 percentCageay Phase 2, 47 percent;

Phase 1, 38 percent).

kore individuals in Phase 2 reported that GIS helped them in career

or edycatIonal decisions than in Phase 1 (25 percent in Phase 2 and 10 ply-cent

in Phase l). About the same percentage in both phases stated it mas useful

(Phase 1, 63 percent; a.gency Phase 2, 60 percenti schools' Phase 2, 63 percent).

A comparison 'of the common items across ttie two-testing.periods is-

given in Table 25. The overall evaluation of GIS by both groups' was more

positive in the second phase (Sept.-Dec., 1979) than the first phase (Feb.-

. June, 1979). 'The only exCeption was that more Public school users redorted

that GIS was a cold impersonal experience in-the second periodrthan thp

first (13 permit to one percent) The publi school users found it more

fun to use (71 percent to 91 percent). The agency users increased from

58 peftent te 91 percent in rating GIS fun to use. The proportion of users

reporting GIS to be a pleasani personal exqr.ience doubled (schools, -311_ percent

to 79 percent)(agency, 37 percent to 80 ercent).

There were increases in therting of the information provided. While
\

63 percent felt the information was excellent the first time. 78 percent

agteed the second ti4. The nuMber of people understanding the infOrmation

.increased (Phase 1, 63 percent; Phase 2, 79 percent).

4
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1ABLE 25

COMPARISON OF PHASE'ONE ANd TWO
RESPONSES ON THE POST QUESTIONNAIRES

At'
AMMUMMIINIMMV

DIMELION/ITEM

81

S.

PUBLIC SCHOOL
PHASE

NALUATION

TUNITO USE
1

.\

OLD IMPERSONAL EXPERIENCE

PLLASANT PLRSONAL EXPLRIENCE

NO IROOBLL UNDETANDING-

INIORMATION EXCLUENT

ALL SHOULDAHAVE EXPERIENCE

SELF-NWARENES'S

LEARNED A LOT ABOUT MYSELF

. LEARNED ABOUT MY INTERESTS

LEARNED ABOUT MY ABILITIES

LEARNtD ABOUT MY VALUES

CAREER DECISION MAKING

GREAT WAY TO GET HELP

LEARNED A LOT ABOUT JOBS

DIDN'T LEARN ANYTHING NEW

DID READING ABOUT JOBS

'TALKED WITH PEOPLE IN JOBS,

EDUCATIONAL DECISION MAKING

HELPED IN EDUCATIONAL PLAN

AGENCY
PHASE

I 11 . I II

%

71 90 58 90,

1 13 0 , 2

34 79 37 80

51 79

63 79

43 77 63 77

21 46 42 39

44 .73 37 '71

31 57 56

23 61 32 61

80 80 -63 )37

75 69 69 80

.8 20 5 11 .

29 46 37 42

49 36

41 56 _

P:s

2
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A greater number ofindividuals, both agency and public school users,

telt thA all individuals should have exposure similar to theirs with GIS r-

(schools, 43 percent to 78 Percent; agency, 63 percent to 78 percent).

- Users report a greater impact on self-awareness in the second test

period. In most Cases about twice as many students felt that GIS had

helped them understand themselves, their interests, abilities and values.

The same trend was true for the-ageky group except for "learning a lotAv.

about.myself". Slightly less checked "yes" in he seCond phase than the

first (Phase 1, 42 percent; Phase 2, 40 Oercent).

There was not as dramatic a shift occurring in career decision making

for the' publ ic school group as for the agehcy sample. Overall agenty clients

felt more positive in the second phase about the help received from GIS,

for example,learning about jobs, reading books and pamphlets abOut dobs.

A greater percentage, although low, of both groups reported that they

didn't learn anything new about decision-making rs a result of using GIS(

(schools: Phase 1, 8 percent; Phase 2, 21 percent: agency: Phase 1, 5

/percent; Phase 2, ll'percent).

Eighty percept of the public school u§ers on both trials felt that GIS

provided a great way to get help in career choice. Slightly.fdwer said they

learned a la about occupations the)second time (75 percent to 70 percent).

re were.stimulated fo do reading in books and pamphlets about jobs in the

ond tribl than in the first (29 percent 67,46 percent). Fewer people

talked with individuals in jobs the second trial pgriod than in-the first

(49 percent to 36 percent).
.

Also, the students reported that GIS helped them more withitheir educa-

tional plans during the second.stage of the project than in the 'first.

1 0,3
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IMPACT OF GIS OM SITES

At most sites the use of GIS hashitimulated training programs (Or staff,

intetested teachers and counselOrs so that they know how to use-the system.

At most 6f the public school sites 'students have been also trained to help

their peers with questions they might have on the operation of GIS. At one

high school, a business.counse has been modified so that students will beS.

able to utilize GIS. At some other schools, teachers work GIS into units of

,Audy_ At, some sites counselors use regularly'scheduled classes to 90 ovqr

how to.fill out the GIS stmimary sheet. The use of small groups for career

counseling 'has,been tHed-at one site. More individual career counseling

sessions have been initiated at another (See Appendix J).

There have been:soMe increases in staff_At some sites where CETA funds

have been ava)lable. These individu0s have been assigned the responsibilities

of scheduling GIS, teaching career education Classes and training,clients to .

use GIS, At-1st sites; one person is assigned the responsibility of managing

,GIS (;lthou all Oe other counselors are Usually trained in GIS. This

:individu i(s--rtsponsible for scheduling GIS and for training faculty and

stUdents,for peer roles (See Appendix J).

GENERAL EFFECTS OF GIS

ParticipatiOn in the MOICC project has generated a number of site changes.

Certaifl sites-have found it necessary to increase their career education

library: They have found GIS to be-motivational.' SAidents enjoy using the
/

,. computer, and many have overcome their anxiety about using he computer. ,

Even special education students have used GIS and the teriinal successfully.
Students seem to be-more willing to be invblved'with GIS because they do not

have to 'spend as much time hunting for career information. Some sites report45

II
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that the GIS extkrienpe has helped develop more respOnsibility on the part

ol students because they have become actively involved in the process:

GIS has changed the 7)es of counselOrs. For example, some have different

time allocations and priorities. Others spend more time in individual and

group counseling and less time id information giving. - In general, they feel

it has helped them make more efficiebt use of their time (See Appendix J).

One counselor reporkos that GIS has-helped change the image of the counseling

otlice. It is not just thought of as a place where individuals go, when they

are:in trouble.

to reiterate, counselors feel that it was a motivallonal experience for

students, who have a tangible product--a pr,intout of their search. The clients at.

')the Main Correctional Center at South Windham wallpapered their cells 'with

the printout.

A

PROBLEM AREAS

All sites reported that they would like to continue using GIS but are
. i

Ifraid there will be no funds in 6eir 1980-81 budget for the serv 'ce.. Cost

1
is one of the major probledis in continuing this deveiopmental effo t.

Secondly, a number of sites were Sharing teriiiinals and 'this lead to

limited availability in several situations. Terminal downtime occurred

because the equipment was not truly portable and because transportation

between sites was difficult.

Thirdlsf, the accuracy of files is seen as important. There was negative.'

codnselor feedback in relation to MEOC (The Maine Occupational-File): The

counselors felt that it needs more frequent updating and should include a

broader representation of Maine occupations.
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lourth, personnel is a problem. At some sites there was a turnover of

pe'rsonnel and new staff were not familiar With GIS, expectations of the

MOICC project and data collection vquirements. In particular, we noted

-Non unevenness among sites in collecting, tabulating and forwardi6g data to

the Career Education Centdr at UMO. This resulted in data analjesis delays

anda smaller total sample than was possible if all sites had met their

quo Os;

Fifth, we suspect that several sites never really acceptel the basic

intent of MOICC and the attempt to fild test a computer information system

for use imMaine. Philosophically, counselors who lean to,a humanistic

existential philoiophy would have difficulty accepting the basic theory -

that supports computer information systems. Another problem tangential

to this was the lack of basic computer literacy and awareness that exists

among counseting personnel in agencies amd schools.. Intensive in-service .

training will be.needed to 'overcome this lack of computer technology awareness.

SUMAARY

I

Overall, the results are positive and iodjcate that continued use of

GIS is'needed in both schools and agencies. The crAtical need will be for,

staff development,and new directions in agency.operational policy. Public

schools will need accompanying career education programs to support GIS

utiliza ion.

_Agency users reacted positiVely to the GIS iccording to the data analyzed.

the users felt that carer decision making, educational decision making,

and setected elements of elf)ewarenéss werp enhanced by using GIS. To

a certain degree job-keeping skills were developed according to the percep-

-tions of,these users. It must be noted that GIS does not purport toe
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develpp job-keeping or seeking skills.

'Public school users were supportive of GIS as an aid in vocational

and educational planning. In general,.GIS was perceived as helpful and'

motivational in stimulating their career plAnning. Career decisi.on maktng,

educational planning, self-awareness and job-seeking skills were developed

as a result of using GIS. The area of jobAeeping skills was not signifi-

cantly impacted according to results of this study. A smail percentage of

public school userS indicated GIS was helpful in this area, but it was not

of major impact.

Section 4 will present specific conclusions and recommendations for

potentilil users of GIS.
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SGCTION 4

CONCLUSIONS AND RECO*ENDATIONS

The purpqse of this study was,t6 termine'the impact of GIS on
. .f .

career decision making,seducational decision mAking,.self-awareness,

job-Seeking Skills and job-keeping skill-S Of agency _And public School users.

A secondary purpose of this study. was to inveStigate the impact of GIS

on the personnel and programs at the.different sites, "he users
f

00,1dated GIS after they first interacted with the system and thcio after

A period of six to eight weeks; questionnaires were used for the evaluations.

The site coordinators were interviewed by an independent group, Social

Science Research Institute (SSRY), to secure additional information

regarding the impact 4 GIS on program and personnel.

The following inferences can be drawn from the data presente&

1. Users understo64 the purpose of,GIS and overall had fto trouble

using the GIS Guide or filling out the Summary,Sheet.

2. Users enjoyed using the system and it was interesting to them.

There was little anxiety concerning the tis.e of the comAter or terminarand
12-

in most cases the GIS experience was motivational.

.3. The majority of users felt the.information from GIS was good.

There were few criticisms of the GIS content. The files which received

the moSt criticism were ASOC (Armed Services Occdpational,File) and MEOC

(Maine Occupational File).

A. The majority of users, agency and public school, used the OCCU

'(Occupations File).yhey found this information helpful and it
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received the highest rating of all the fiNs used.

5. The evaluation of GIS by both Sets of users mas \./ery poSitive.
4

They found 5IS a pleasant, personal experience; easy tO understand and

fun. Ahe rnjeçi.ty of users indicated that GIS helped'them and that all .1

people should h ve the same ØppQrtunity they did.

,6. About half of both groups felt that GIS had helped them in

making a career or job decision.

7. GIS had greai*.er impact on the educational decision making of

public schOol users than agency users.

J. To some extend GIS helped people understand the role interests,

values, and Abilities play in career decision making. More agency people

than high school students felt that GIS h%daided them in self-understanding.

9. GIS had a lesser impact on Job-seeking'skills. More agenclf tWan

public'school users felt that GIS had helped tham in Job-seeking skills.
ik

10. GIS had the least impaCt on'Job-,keeping skills. Twenty-two

p rCent of the agency users and nine percent of'the public school- users

indicated that GIS had helped in this area,.

, 11. The sites were more organized and had developed better strategies

and delivery Systpms for GIS in the second phase than in the first. There

were,more posipve attitudes expressed:by both groups on.all major

eValuation dimensions. (evaluation of GIS, career decision making, educational

decision-making, job-seeking skills) fin the secOnd phase of the pro

than in the first phase.

12. All sites which participated in GIS during the fall of.109 would like

'to continue the program, but nbt all felt that it 'would be picked up by

, the agency or school system-
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13. GIS Aid have an impact at the_Otes on the r:Ole'of the

counselor and the type ot career education program developed.

14. Sex, aye; class ,nd high school tirogram were not idportant#

.or significant variables in the itgerpretation of the impact' of GIS on

high school2)sers.

15. Size of-community was a variate which related, to type o:f program

and uses made of GIS. Students from small city schools tekided to

use the system more and rate certain dimensiorks higher'.

16. Sex and age were not important variables in-interp etTrg the

agency results. lhere were differences between agencies on ow GIS was

evaluated and received. In general, the type of populations served

differed in relation to goals and motivations of the users, as well as

the type of counseling,program at each site.-

RECOMMENDATIONS

l. There is a need for sites to have an orientation system to help

individuals who become confused byworking with GIS. Small group andAor

individual counseling sessions may be necessary. Peer groups trained to

help,students with using the GIS Guide and Summary Sheets may be one way

to reduce anxiety about using the system.

2. The files, especially MEOC, (Maine Occupations File) need to be

frequently updated and others need to be evaluated periodically.

3. Site Doordinators and students from participating sites-ought

to be utilized in any training sessions held for new sites.

4. The imOct that GIS has, dependsto a large degree, upon.the

career guidance program at each site. ,The inclusion of test data from

interest, aptitude and aehieveinent testing might help students*set more
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realistic goals'and sharpen their search requests. Periodic seminar's and

:inservice sessions on. career guidance Are 'needed more than eraining on the

operation:of GIS and should be developed.
.

5. The.study examined short term impact and there is a need'for a

longitudinal study of users 'over a longer time span.

6. GIS will not receive full utilization unless an intensive network

of workshops is delivered to increase computer literacy and awareness

amodg ProfessionalS in human service agencies.

7. Human .service agencies and public schools must address the philo-

sophical issues related to integrating computer information systems in

daily activities and to reduce resistance.

.8. The sites need to have developed a planned proiram of career

education in which GIS is systematically utillzed, not just included as a

frill or an incidental exercise.

9. GIS has potential to be usethby'subSect area teachers to illustrate

the dIfferent types of career fields that relate to speciftlization in that

subject area. The systeM could be used in economics and other social)

studies areas to study local job markets and job opportunities.

10. Parent and citizen involvement in local workshops illustrating the-t-

value of such a system iiight aid in securing local funding for the project.

.11. Instrumentation for assessing-GIS impacts on users must be care-i
z

fully selected to assur* that what is being assessed correlates with what

counselors actually do.

12. Technical assistance to.existing and new sites must be imOroved

to asjist inexperienced counselors in implementing GIS.



rn 5ummary GIS has had an impact on users and sites, more on career

decision mdking than any other dimemion. It'has been well received.

The evaluations have been.positive across sites and users and appear te

be consistent even ugh the sample was liMited. Philosophical And opera-

tional differences between agency and school sites made it difficult to

a.ssess with accuracy all impacts that occurred. In essence, we can say
4

with reasonable certainty that GIS works, but differential levels of use

at each site prohibit wide scale generalizations. Counselors, teachers,

V

and administrators in all sites will need to develop and implement compre-

hensive career education programs of which GIS becomes a part. There was

a tendency.for personnel to view GIS as a complete program, and once users

had interfaced with the terminal it was assumed:that career counseling was

4no longlr needed. Quite the contrary, intensive career guidance services

are needed prior to and after using GIS. The future development and use of

GIS in Maine appears promising if career guidance programs are developed

that use the computer as part of a total effort.

A comprehensive career education prOgram Will require:

Continuous assessment of student or adult career plans,

Valid dccupationallsampling and field experidence by each participant,

Established procedures for group andindividual career counseling,

Continuous evaluation of leaPner dutc6mes,

Access to a variety of career information, and

Development of decision-making skills.

The key elemeht inherent in these comments is that bf early planning,

testing and revision. We strongly urge that the results of thfi study be
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used to help cl.arjfy tbe career education concept and to develop a

comprehensive plan for Maine schools and humiln service agencies.

No.
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Appendix. A

The followNt public
in.the field test of GIS.

Public tchools

Hodgdon Righ School

9(5

b

schools and agencies participated
4

Houlton High School

Houlton Regional Voc, H.S.-
S.A.V1E%

Old Town High School

krewer High Scbool.

Lewiston'High School

Edward Little H.S.

Agencies

Site Coordinator

Harvey Narrington
Terry Comeau

Don Duplessis

Robert Matthews

Rick bavis

Paul Paulson

Don Cannan
Marguerite ,Murphy

Lynn Markee

k

Aroostook C.A.P. - (C.E.T.A.) ,Gre'g Doughty

.14

--Penobscot Consortium
(C.E.T.A.)

Geeti- Balakrishnan

Maine Job Service Cole Sargent

University of Maine at Adgusta Kathy Dexter

Maine YOuth Center Peter Brunette

Maisie Correctional Center Susan Millar
9
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207/50 I-253

September 21, 1979

14DICC CMEER (=DANCE IMPACT' STUDY

The Career Education Cqnter, under caltract to MOICC is conducting the
Fall, 1979 impact, analysis to assess user reactioris This evalua-
Vn effort has two major goals:

- To assess impact on selected users in 13 different sites
as a result of interacting with the G.I.S. over differential
time.periods.

2. To assess program impact on the 13 sites as a result of having
selected agency clientele use G.I.S. and available counseling
servid4s.

It *important to stress that user data will be treated in the strictest
confidencdk The data will be used to prepare a report on G.I.S. impact upon
users and counseling programs, but not to evaluate individual counselors,
teachers, or administrative personnel. To insure accuracy in data collection
we need your assistance and compliance with the following tasks:

1. Maintain an accurate record of users - please provide each
new user a Users Lo to complete after their first:session
on the terminal or in a group information session to discuss
the printout. If they return for additional sessions do
not have them fill out another log.

2. AdhaniSter the Post Questionnaire that is appropriate bar
your agency or schooa prior to November 3O, 1979. It is
anti4pated that us4rs will be posttested two to six weeks
'after'exp6sure to G.I.S. We woad like at least 30 data
sets from your site. A data set includes: One Users log
or Batch Processing Form and one completed post ques onnaire.

f1
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-2- September 21, .-1979

1

IMPORNVAT: 1.4sunt. the Useis LOy-list select every third person and repeat
:the process until yopu have a sample group that equals 30 names. For example,
if your total' nunber of useks is 60 it will be necessary to use the Above
process until 30 nhmes arq obtained. You should select sample members from
both the user and batch p4pcessing categories. Administer thg ibost question-
naite to theSe 30 people. -Don't use names, always USe a number tor
identifying people.

4 3. The code number for your site ig and should be used on all
documents for identification purposes.

)
4. users clients or trainees). should use the last four

digits of social security nutter on all documents where
appropriate. If users do not have% sooiaI security number it
will be necessary to assign them a four digit number from a list
developed by you. Please have users recoid the same number on
both Lh6 Users Ldy'and post questionnaire.

We appreciate your help in collecting the data and aniicipate the resalts
being of help in developing the career guidance aSpeas of the.agency or schoolprogram. if you should have any questions, please call either Chuck Ryan at
(207) 581-2466 or Bob Drummond at (207) 581-2792.

We anticipate mailing of the test
material Twill commence on Seut. .28, 1979,

cc: Gerard Bilodeau
Steve Thompson

Cordially,

Charles W. Ryan
Pr9ject Director

Rdbert Drummond
Research Associate
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t40ICC CAREER GUIDANCE IMPACT TUDY.- PUBLIC SCHOOLUSER'S LOG

SITE NAME OR NUMBER DATE
' SOCIAL SECURITY

OR 1.0: NUMBER LD AGE SEX

CIRCLE GRAIIE: r 8 9 10 11 12
.

PROGRAM: College Prep
General
Vocattional

Commercial/Business
Other (spectfy)

FRI OR FILES USED (Check those Lppropriate)

Occupational InforMation OCCU -
Armed Services Occupational Information ASOC
4 Year College Informatton COL 4
2 Year College jnformation COL 2
Graduate School GRAO
Financial Aid Information File AIDS
Occupation File MEOC
Maine Vocational Training File MEVT

I. Was.the purpose for using GeS clear to you? YES NO

2. Were the directions-for \ising the G1S,Gu1de and
filling out the Summary Sheet clear to you? YES NO

't

3. How interesting was using the GIS system?

Did you get the type of information you
needed from the system?

Enjoyed it
Okay
Disliked It

All I neede-d
Needed more
Not sure

5. What was your general reaction to using the system?
rit helped me make vocational and educational choices
It was usefal I learned helpful things
I am not sure now
It was a waste of time
It was no help at all

6. As a result of using the GIS,system, I am planning t :

(Check all appropriafe responses)"

Talk with my counselor Talk with my teachers
---Talk 'with my parents Talk with people in the

occupations
Write for school catalogs and information
Get more books and material to read on the topic
Other (specify)

PLEASE COMMENT:

Prepared by-Stasff, Career Education Center, College of
Educption, UMO_ .10-1-79
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Appendix D

MOICC CAREER GUIDANCE. IMPACT STUbY AGENCY USER'S LOG

, SITE NAMf OR NUMBER
SOCIAL SECURITY
QR I.D. NUMBER AGE

DATE
,1

SEX

99

CIRCLE HIGHEST GRADE'IN SCHOOL COMPLETED: 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17,18 19

FILE OR FIUS USED (Check those appropriate)

-Occupational Information OCCU
Armed Services Occupational Information ASOC
4 Year College Information COL 4
2 Year College Information COL 2

Graduate School GRAD
Financial Aid Information File AIDS
Maine Occupation File"MEOC

Vocational Training File MEVT

1. Was the pdrpose for using GIS clear to you? YES . NO

2. Were the directions for using the GIS----Guide and
filling out the Summary Sheet clear to you? YES NO

3. How intertsting was using the GIS system? Enjoyed it
Okay
Disliked it

4. Did-you get the' type of information you needed
from the system?' A I needed

N

y
eded more

Not sure
5. What wAs your general reaction to using the system?

It helped me make vocational and educational choices
It was useful I learned helpful things
I am not sure now
It was a waste of time
It was no help at all

6. As a result of using-the GIS system, I am planning to:
(Check 01 appropriate responses)

TaY1( with my parents Talk with my teachers
--I-61k with my counselor Talk with people in the occupations

Write for school catalogs and information
Get more books and-material to read on the topic
Other (specify)

PLEASE COMMENT: \N(

Prepared bl'y Staff, Career Education Center, College of Education, UMO.

Fall Testing MOICC Project

c,
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.

MOICC CARE GUIUANCL IMPACT STUDY'
PUBLIC SCHOOL USER'S POST QUESTIONNAIRE

. SITE.NAME DATE
SOCIAL SECURITY
OR I.U. NUMBER "AGE SEX

CLASS: 1. Freshman .2. Sophomore

PROGRAM: 1. College Prep
-2. Geheral
3. Vocational

3. Junior 4. Senior

4. Commerical/Business
5. Other

WHAT FILE OR FILES DID YOU USE? (Check thoie appropriate)

Occupational Information OCCU
Maine Occupation File MEOC
Armed Services Occupational Information ASOC
4 Year College Informatton COL 4
2 Year College Information COL 2

Graduate School GRAD
Financial Aid Information File AIDS

Maine Vocational Training File MEVT

HOW MANY TIMES DID YOU USE THE COMPUTER TO CALL UP THE FILES?

Using the following 5 point scale, CIRCLE how you felt about the files used.

1. EH = EXTREMELY HELPFUL
2. VH = VERY HELPFUL
3. SH = SOMEWHAT HELPFUL
4. LH . OF LITTLE HELP
5. NH - OF NO HELP

I REMEMBER RATE ONLY THE FILES YOU USED

AT ALL

.

Occupational Information OCCU EH VH . SH LH NH
Maine OcArational file MEOC EH VH SH LH NH
Armed Services Occupational

Information ASOC EH VH SH LH NH
4 Year College Information COL 4y-Eli VH SH LH NH
2 Year College Information COL 2' EH VH SH LH NH
Graduate School GRAD EH VH SH LH NH
Financial Aid Information File

AIDS EH VH SH LH NH
Maine Vocational Training File

MEVT EH VH SH LH NH

-FALL TESTING MOICC PROJECT

APrepared by Staff, Career Education Center, Collegeof Education, UMQ

10-1-79
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PUBLIC SCHOOL USLR'S POSI OULS1IONNAIRL continued
101

Read ITEMS. 1 to 20 and decide*ow you fee about each using the following
scale.. CHECK your response to each item.

1. SA * STRONGLY AGREE
2. A m AGREE
3. ? - UNSURE
4. DA DISAGREE
5. SDA STRON6LY DISAGREE

SA 'A ? DA SDA
1. It waVun to use the computer terminal.
2 Us ng IS was a pltatant personal experience.
3. Us g GIS was a very cold, impersonal

exp Hence.
4. The computer js a great way to get,informa-

tion to help with choosing occupations.
4

51 Students should always have help from a
human, never a computer.

6. I learned a lot about myself using GIS.
7. GIS helped me feel good about my career

plans.
----AI-8. I did NOT learn anything new about how to

mike career decisions by using GIS.
9. Using GIS helped me to make the educa-.

tional plans I need to make.
10, Using GIS helped me to learn more about

my values as they relate to career planning.
11. Using GIS helped me to learn a lot about

occupations.
12. Using GIS was a waste-of time; it didn't

help me at all.
.11. Using GIS helped.me to learn more about

my interests as they relate to career
planning.

14. Using GIS helped me to learn about my
abi ities as they relate to caifteer.planning.

15. IS helped me enough.that I think all
students should have the same opportanity
I did.

16. GIS helped me sqlect a specific school or -
program for further education or training.

17. Using GIS helped me discover some of the
important questions I should be asking
myself 'during the process of choosing an
occupation.

_418. GIS provided me with the type of infor-
mation I wanted.

419. The information from GIS wes*easy to
understand.

20. After using GIS, I began using books and ,

tther materials in the guidance library
.thit I Otherwise would have ignored.

122
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PUBLIC SCHOOL USER'S POST QUESTIONNAIRE continued

21. What is the highest le'vel of schooling that YOU THINK YOU WILL GET?
At a minimum do you expect ,po: (Check only ONE Answer)

1. Quit slim] as soon as possible
0# 2. 6raduate from high School

3. Graduate from a vocational, technical, trade or business school
4. Graduate from a two-year or junior college
5. Graduate from a four-year college or university
6. Graduate from a graduate or professional school after collqge

22. As a result of using GIS, how often have you discussed your plans for
after high school with the following people? (CHECK only,ONE on EACH LINE)

1. N - NEVER
2. S SELDOM
3. 0 - OFTEN

1. Your parent (s)
2. A relative other than your parents
3. A guidance counselor
4. A teacher other than a guidance counselor

S. The principaltor assistant principal
6. Clergy (minister, priest, rabbi, etc.)
7. State employment service officer
8. An adult not mentioned above
9., Friends-your own age

10. People who are in the occupation in
which I am interested,

0

.23_ If there wert NO obstacles, what is the highest level of schooling
YOU WOULD LIKE to get? (tHECK Only ONE answer)

1. Quit school and go to mork as soon as you are old enough
2. Graduate from high school
3. Graduate from vocational, technical,*-trade or business school
4. Graduate from a two-year or junior college

Graduate'from a four-year colloege or university
6: graduate frotkla graduate or pi-ofessional school after college



10.3
PUBLIC SCHOOL USER'S POST QUESTIONNAIRE continued CIRCLE

24. Hiks using GIS helped you to make a career or job decision? YES NO
IfVES, in what ways or how?

, 25! Has using GIS helped you to, make a decision about further
education or training?
If YES, in what ways or how?

YES -,1410

26. Has using GIS helped you understand more about yourself? AS NO
0If YES, in what ways or how?

27. Has GIS helped you to understand more about.how to get a job? YES jo
11 If YES, in what ways and how?

.

28. Has GIS helped you to understand more about how to k6ep
a job?
If YES, in what ways or how?

29. What job or occupation did you want to have BEFORE usiAg GIS?

FIRST CHOICE

SECONANOICE

36. What job or occupationieid'you want to have AFTER using qrs?

FIRST CHOICE

SECOND CHOICE

YES NO



Appendix

MOICC CAREER GUIDANCE IMPACT STUDY
AGENCY USEk'S 'POST QUESJIONNAIRE

SITE NAME
SOCI-AL SECOITY
OR I.D. NUMBER

DATE

AGE SEX

CIRCLE. HIGHEST GRADE COMPLETED IN SCHOOL T 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

104

WHAT FILE OR FILES DID YOU USE? (Check those appropriate)

Occupation Information OCCU
----Maine Occupation File MEOC

Armed Services Occupational Information ASOC
4 Year College Information COL 4

2 Year College InforiAtion COL 2
----Graduate School GRAD

Financial Aid Information File AIDS
Maine Vocational Training File MEVT

*IOW MANY TIMES DID YOU USE THE COMPUTER TO CALL UP THE'FILES3

READ ITEMS 1 TO 20 AND RESPOND BY CIRCLING YES, NO OR UNSURE.
1

1. It was fun to use the computer termfnal.
2: Using GIS was a pleasant personal experience.
3. Using GIS was a very cold, impersonal experience.
4. The computer is a great way to get inforNation to

help with choosing occupations
5. People should always shave help from a human,

never a computer.
6. I learned a lot about myself using GIS.
7. GIS helped me feel good about my tareer plans.
8. I did NOT learn anything new about how to make

career-decisions by using GIS.
9. Using GIS helped mie to make the educational plani

I need to mlibk
lOx Using GIS helped me to learn more about my

values as they relate to career planning.
11. Using GIS helped me to learn a lot about

occupations.
12. Using GIS was a waste of time; it didn't, help

me at all.
13. Using GIS helped me to learn more about my

interests as they relate to career planning.
14. tfilli4CTS- helped me to learn about my

abilities as they relate to career planning.
15. GIS helped me enough that I think all peoples

should have the same opportunity I did.
16'. GIS helped me select a specific school or

program for furt4er education or training.
17. I was confused 4114 puzzled about my job plans

after using
18. GIS provided me with the type of information

I.wanted. *
19. The GIS information was easy to understand
20. I read books and pamphlets about-Jobs and

training after using GIS.

4

125

YES NO UNSURE
YES NO' UNSURE
YES NO UNSURE

YES 11,0 UNSURE

YES NO UNSURE
YES NO UNSURE
YES NO UNSURE

YES NO UNSURE

YES -NO UNSURE

YES NO. UNSURE

,YES NO UNSURE

YES 4140 UNWRE

YES, NO UNSURE

YES NO UNSURE

YES NO UNSURE

YES NO /UNSURE

YES NO UNSURE

YES 140/UNSURE
YES NO UNSURE

YES NO UNSURE
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AGENCY USER'S POST QUESTIORNAIRE continued

GIS OUIDANCE INFORMATION SERVICE, COMPUTER BASED SYSTEM

21, Has using GIS helped you to make 'a career or job decision? YES NOIf YES, in what way or how?

22. Has using GIS helped you to make a decision about further___./'
education or training?

, YES NOIf YES, in what ways or hoW?

23. Has using GIS helped you understand more about yourself? YE) NOIf YES, in what sways or how?

24. Has using GIS helped you to Understand more about how to
get a job?
If YES, in what ways or how?

25, Has GIS helped you to understand more about how to keep
( a job?
' If YES, in what ways or .how?

101
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Appendix G
MOICC CAREER GUIDANCE IMPACT STUDY BATC11 PROCESSING REACTION FORM

106

4
SITE NAME OR NUMBER DATE

1. Was the purpose of using the computer service cle to you?
YES 0

2. Did you use the GIS guide and fill out the summaiv sheet?
YES NO

If YES, did you have any problems doing -5-Ts? 'YES NO

3. Hsw interesting to you wacs using the GIS system?
Enjbyed it

. ----1rOkay

Disliked it
N

4. Did you get the type of informa0on you wanted from the
system/- All I needed

Needed more
.Not sure

5. What'was your general reaction to using the system/
It helped to make vocational and Oducational choices
It was helpful. I learned useful things
I am not sure now .

, It .was nf- help at all
It was_a waste of time

6. As a restAlt of using the GIS system, I am planning t :

(Check those appropriate)
Taa-with my counselor Talk with My parents
Talk with my teachers Ialk with people in the

/occupation
Write for school catalogs and information
Get more books and materials to read on the topic
Other (specify)

rprd b tf, Crer Euain Cne, Clee o dcto,UO 1--9

7. Did you understand the GIS printout? .

If NO, why hot?
YES NO

h my teachers Ialk with people in the
/occupation

Write for school catalogs and information
Get more books and materials to read on the topic
Other (specify)

8. Did someone go over or help you interpret the printout?
If YES, who? 4 w

*

OTOR COMMENTS:

YES NO

YES NO

.127

YES NO

Prepared by Staff, Caree.r Education Center, College of Education,UMO 10-1-79

.127

8. Did someone go over or help you interpret the printout?
If YES, who? 4 w

*

OTOR COMMENTS:
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MO1CC CAREER GUIDANCE IMPACT STUDY

PUBLIC SCHOOL CAREER EDUCATION ACTIVITIES FORM

A ,SITE NAME' DATE
SOCIAL SE
OR I.D.

tLASS:

PRO6RAM:

p. '
%UMBER AGE SEX

1. Freshman 2. Sopamiore 3. Junior 4, Senior

1. College. Prep 4. Commerical/Busiriess.
2. General 5. Other

-773. Vocational

Please indicate how often you take .part in the activities listed below.
Mark an answer thAt is CLOSEST to what you think is the correct answer.

If you HAVE TAKEN PART, CIRCLE: A. ALMOST EVERY DAY
\N B. ONCE A WEEK

C. ONCE OR TWICE A MONTH
D. LESS THAN ONCE A MONTH
E. NEVER

1. Use TV, tapes, filmstrips or radio to learn about jobs.
2. Attend a career fair (a place where many different people

care to talk about their jobs).
3. Talk about jobs and careers with groups of students.
4. Go around with workers to learn what they do on

(their jobs.
1 r

.%. 5. Talk about how people in certain jobs and careers
may have certain attitudes and.values.

6. Study thy interests and abilities people need to
have for particular jobs and careers.

7. Talk with the class about what was learned about
careers 'on field trips. / .

8. Use the library or learning center to learn of careers.
9. Go on field trips to busineA6 or industries to learn

what people do in their jobs.
10. -ListenAo workers (other than parents of students

in the class) talk TOTIWZI-iiss about The work they do.
11. Listen to the parents of other students in the class

talk to ple class about what they do in their work.
12. Toke tests to ffnd out how much f know about different

jobs and *hat people. in t)iem do.
Take hoae matertal from glass so that my parents can ,

help me learn about jobs and what work I might want.
14. Ask my parents queslions aboutmhat they do at work.
154 Hear that a person can choose any job and that a persoWs

sex or race should not matter in making a job choke.
16: Talk About my own values about work. e AK
17. Hear about how t look for and get a job (ex. how to read

want ads, how to fill out a resume, how to conduct
myself in an interview.

18. Get personal advice from people in ttie school about my
future job possibilities.

ABCDE
ABCDE
A.BCD E.
w-

IABC E

'ABCDE
ABCDE

..

ABCDEABCDE
A

/
CDE

A CDE
A- B C D E/

ABCDE
ABCDEABCDE
ABCDE.ABCDE

ABCDE
ABCDE



(OUBLIC SCHOOL C
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EDUCATION ACTIVITIES FORM continued

IF you HAVE TAKEN OART: A. ALMOST EVERY DAY
B. -ONCE A WEEK
C. ONCE OR TWICE A MONTH
D. LESS THAN ONCE-A MONTH
E. NEVER

19. Get personal advice from pitoplo at school about futitre
eductional possibilities and how to apply for college.

20, 1ake testS to find out about my job interests and
skills.

21. Get personal help from people in the schciol in finding 4.

a paid job (either part-time or full-time). A
22. Take part in a,school-supervised work experience or

work-study program.

0

\

129

108

ABCDE
ABCDE

B C D.

ABCDE
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GIS MANAGERIAL IMPACT INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

SITE # SITE NAME:

CONTACT:

1. Nature/extent of any program/curriculum changes attribut-
able to GIS. (Any changes in the w6y in which career
advice/counseling is given; e.g., group vs. individual
counseling sessions)

C.?

N..

4.

2. Changes in relsource al location:k
changes in staffing? (Needed/in place)

wor

- effect of GIS on time uArby staff? More, less efficient
use of tinie? Change in q ality of time spent?

Nature; extent of requests submitted to fund-Frig ag6ilcies
for any funding increases; or for funds to continue
program?

3. Training programs. (Nature/extend) (In-servic4 and off-site)
for staff/for new staff %

for faculty

.- for students/cltents

WO.

V

130
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4. Attitude changes on part of participants (staff, faculty,
students/clients)

toward career education?

- toward computer use?

5. Use,Of MOICC and other State resources(CETA, Me. Job Service)

use of materials produced by MOICC: career ed. handbook;
workshops

6 Cooperative ventures - sharing of facilities, programs,
etc. with other agencies, schools, other groups?

with whom shared? How is payment arranged?

7 Has there ben use of the-computer terminal for other uses
besidesIfor GIS? Any proposed usage other than GIS? What?

4

Has`site held, or planned, any public informatiom activities,such as news releases, public inlormation sessions, demon-
strations at meetings such as cilic groups, PTA's, local
libraries? What?

I

a.
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Appendix J

Managerial Impact Analysis
Report

Apecember, 1979

prepared by

Susan Hart
SSRI
UMO
Orono, ME 04469

132
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MAIM_ CORRLCHONAL CLINIUR

_

The Maine CorrectioRal Center uses GIS extensively ksj_source of career infor-

mation to supplement more traditional sources, and the staff .has noticed a very

positive reaction oR the part of the clients/users, some of whom have said they :

like the idea of getting printout so mud), that ther have used tt as 'Asters on

the walls of their rooms. The staff has found that using GIS in individual

counseling sessions rather thaq in group or classroom settings is more useful to

the clients. The,facutty are very willing to refer studerAs to.GIS for informa-

tion, but prefer not to use freir classrooms, for actual GIS experience because

of the difficulty of superVising groups of users in an essentially individual

activity. The staff has selected a group of seven students,who were especially,

enthusiastic about GIS to help plan GIS-centered activities for the new calendar

year. The use of GIS has increased with the appointment of a person responsible,

for counseling activities, which were until last summer handled by the vocational
1,tt

education t4hers.

Funding for the continuation of GIS is difficult to obtai'n because of the nature

of the facility. It is not an accredited 4school, and the 'program is oriented

I
toward the needs of adults. Both of these factors eliminate many of the common

sources of funding for career-education activities. In addition, it is difficult

to pursue any public information activities because of legal restrictions con-

cerning the use of student/client names or pictures in news items, and because of

restrictions on travel by clients/students who might parti:cipate in demonstration

projects:, Implementation of GIS at this,site was also hampered for a time by

a change of personnel and% resulting lack of contindity in the program.

-14 33
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vor

The staff and faculLy at the Maine Correctional Center has always been willing

to refer clients to a specific program, GIS, has made_the clients more willing

to participate, particularly sinceAhere is now one Person who is responsible

for helping them obtain the printout.

Sharing the terminal with the Maine Youth Center has been a problem because of

the limited .availability of the terminal itself and also because of sone of the

logistical problems ihvolved. The terminal is not a true portable model, and

there is evidence to suggest that itistoo fragile to be meived about in the

manner required by the sharing arrangement. It has therefore been inoperative

on many occasions, although there seem to have been some recent technical improve-

ments made. The population served by the-Maine Correctional Center, however, is

a particularly diffiCult one with which to deal, as individuals may be particul-

arly impatient with a system which does not function at the proper time.

a
SI/
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'OLO TOWN HIGH SCHOOL

Old Town High School has extended its career.guidance program as a result of

the installation of GIS to include use of small groups in counseling, andalso

to expand the scope of individual career-counselling sessions. An exploratory

business course at the high school has been substantially modified to,take

advantage of GIS.

No staffing changes have been made, although the duties of the guidance office

secretary have been expanded to include activities associated with GIS, and a

number of student aides have been trained to help their fellow students, freeing

the guidance office staff for more intensive work with individual students.

leacher Corps personnel have also worked extensively with GIS. The training of

student aides, staff members, and faculty members who ar0-interested in learning

41
about GIS is'done on an individualized basis as the need arises.

The sharing of the computer terminal with Brewer High School has worked to mutual

advagOge, and Old Town High School anticipates that funding will be available

to maintain the installation for another year.

The guidance p(fice.has expanded its library o include several GIS-relAted

reference works. GIS has been deomonstrat to groups of parents at a financial

aid night, and been.shown to a group of-Girl Scouts, and has been descrfbed in a

newsletter to parents.. It is expectedithat these activities will be expanded

after the start of the new calendar year. The reaction of the staff toward GIS.

is that it allows a more,efficient use of pr6fessional time Wfiile providing

students immediate feedback as well as a sense of responsibility for obtaining
ii

career information on their own+

0
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EDWARD LITTLE HIGH SCHOOL
115

GIS is.the core of the career education program at Edward Little High School,

and it allows the counselors to reach many more students than they did befoVe
4

the insLallation of GIS. There are four counselors who must deal With the needs

#
of more than 1500 students. least one-third of the students have now used

GIS.

The school administration decided to have two of the guidance counselors use

GIS extensively, and while the others are trained to use GIS,.they do not work

with it regularlyr One of the counselors who regularly uses GIS has been appointed

to a new position, Dire r of Vocational Quidance, which is a new position

outsideAhe guidance department. .The activities associated with the start-up

period of GIS were extensive, and consumed most of the time of one of the twci

counselors who works directly with GIS. Even with this ,initial work completed,

it is felt that more staff could be used to help students follow up the infor-
,

mation gained from their use of GIS. MsAt faculty members are not directly
e`

involved with GIS, although some have asked to learn about 11, and the.guid-

ance counselors i)ave helped them on an ad hoc basis. The guidance counselors

go to regularly scheduled class (usually the math clases) to help students

write,their search instructions, and then the students run their programs with

the help of the counselors or studilk aides.

The students who have used GIS are reported to have changed their attitudes with

respect to computers, particularly those students who had thought _that they

were not capable,of using a computer. Even the students in special education

classes have been able tei-run their Own computer Jobs, which experience has

been beneficial to them.

The counselors felt that MOICC had been very responsive to their needs, and that

the workshops.were very well run and helpful to them;

C.
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Edward Little shares the computer lineswilh Lewiston High School, and once a

schedule had been worked out there were no problem reported in this relation-_

ship. .Funds have been requested of the school department to continue GIS, but-

although this body seems to be supportive of the concept of GIS, it is not

clear ttiat there will be any money available to .continue the funding.

GIS ITts been widely-publicized in the scicool through use of the student news-

paper, ,and also outside the school, where parents in parkicular have been kept
"'Ilk

informed of GIS-related activities. .

1.' lip

I .is felt by the staff that while'the information available in GIS is avail-

ab e elsewhere, that students would rarely have the perseverence to look for it.
c.)

It was felt, however, that some of the files, particularly the Maine occupations

file, shoulGbe updated more frequently.

We,

PS
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Penobscot Consortium CETA uses GIS primarily with its younger clients, and is

using.GIS increasinqly as a counseling tool, always in conjunction with'more

traditional forms of counseling.

No changes in staffing are directly attributable to GIS, but the new Special

Emphasis program will use GIS extensively. The way in which staff members are

able to allocate their time has changed somewhat, although these changes are

described as "marginal," primarily because of CETA's emphAis on individualized

6unseling. Because GIS would be especially useful in the new Job Corps program,

it js hoped that fendiny will be available for another year.

Training for the staff includes two training sessions, run with the assistance

of MO1CC. CETA staff members who already are familiar with GIS train any new-

comers to the staff. These trained staff membersNre on call for consultation

from other Ban9or area agencies who use GIS and might want advice on particular
4

GIS-related pblems. -

CETA clients use GIS in batch mode for their first session, and thereafter they

use the systemjnteractively, as a supplement to an individualized counseling

program.

CETA staff members are conducting their own in-house evaluatio/ of the results of

questionnaires administered to users of GIS, and because the data from thi.s

evaluation are Aot yet analyzed, it is difficult for the staff members to report

upon any attitude changes that.their cliehts may have had as,a result of using

GIS.**

The site con t person emphasized that MOICC staff members had been extremely

helpful to the CETA site duriny the first year of GIS implementation.

This site has not carried out any extensive publicity activities, but several

groups of high school SiTidents4have polured the CETA facilip, and students

from Bangor and Hampden schools have used GIS at the CETA site.

) 138
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The site contact person reported that GIS is a valuable part of their program,

but she emphasized that it is only one tool available to the staff for use in

counseling. In addition, she cautioned that the Maine occupational files

should be frequently updated if they are to be useful to CETA clients.

-rtt

wit
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MAINi. JOB SIRVICE

Maine Job Service has held one group-oriented workshop as a result of the GIS

instatlation, and another is Rlanned after the beg-Wing of the new calendar

year. The workshop was attendid by approximatet eight users.

There has been no change in staffing as a result of GIS, and essentially no

change in the use of time by staff, os the use of GIS by clients is on an indiv-

idual basis undelee direcqon of a staff member. It is expected that funding

for the GIS installation will be continued for another year.

Staff training is handled on an in-house basis, involving a session lasting'

several hours, in addition to that training provided by arrangement with MOICC.

MO1CC materials have been used extensively in establishing the curriculum for.
(

the in-house trainingssions.

Clients are Iported.to\kle .intrigued with the use f-the computer. It is the

opinion of the staff thai these same clients would not have the perseverence to

use books to get the same nformation that they get from the computer, but that

they like4the structure impoSed on their thinking by the program and,are much

more receptive to the computerized information than they are to information that

44016es feom more traditional advising sources. Cole Sargent describes the GIS

information as "tdothpaste that tastes good.'.'

The Maine Job Service shares their,terminal with CETA; the arrangement works well

for both parties.

Several groups have toured the Maine Job Service office, and in the course orthe

tour!have heard about GIS. In particular, the Employer Advisory Committee

has been interested in GIS. Several Other agencies, including the Counseling

Center, have referred ikents to Maine Job Service to use GIS.*

110
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lhe site contact person describes GIS dS having a very yood fit with the

Maine Job Service office, especially because the. GIS information is designed,

to tie in with infonnation-that is routinely processed by the Maine dohs
,

Service office, such as the-list of occupations currently available in Maine.

4.
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UN1VLRSI1V OF MA1NL AT AUGUSTA COUNSELING OFFICE

GIS has- been used at the University of Maine at Augusta primarily to augment
f-

the programs already established there. The career development courses have

been modifiedsfo include GIS exercises. GIS is also used with individual

students, particularly when the students need some help in narrowing their

career search activities.

Some changes in staffing have occurred. CETA is currently funding the positions

of two career aides, and the responsibilities of the GIS site contact person ,

have changed so that she is now officially the coordfnator of the career

planning activrties; including GIS. She indicates iha, GIS Mows the staff to

use.time more efficiently because GIS can handle routine requests for information

which previously hod required professional staff time. Funding is currently

being ht for the continuation ot,GIS.

Small works ops have been held to train UMA administrators and staff in the

use of GIS. 4Ome staff families and some UMA clerical staff members have also

learned how to use GIS. A demonstration of GIS was included in the college

orientation sessions.

The site contact person feels that the availability of GIS has hefghtened aware-
%

neSs of career planning activities on the eampus because'GIS has been advertised.

Sevea1 faculty members have sought information about GIS, and the president

dean are support-0)e of the system.

GIS is used.eAgnsively in connection with the Di§p,Taced Homemakers Program.

The counseling office has also run workshops for C

/E

TA's counseling staff, and

fi
7

fol.. CETA clients, as well as beitch processing r a summer youth-orlented

program, Students from.two local high schools have al6 been introdUced to OS

at this site.

142
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Feature articles in the Kennebec Journal and in almost all of the editions of

the student newspaper have publicized the availability of GIS at UMA. The

counseling office has sent letters to all six county high schools inviting

their participation in GIS. Staff people have given presentations to the

Rotary.Club. The office expects also to print a brochure describing/GIS.

1.1
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BKLWLR HIGH SCHOOL

fhe Brewer High School career education program now includes more work with

students in small groups as a result of the installation of the GIS,system.

The content of the group sessio s has also changed to include information about

the uses of computers in obtainin information about careers. The staff at

Brewer High School feelsthat GtS has allowed them to use their time more effic-

ient4y, since utihe questions cantle answered by the computer; leav ng the

counselors free toppive students more individual attention odtmore important

questions. A gro'p of student aides is available to help their peers, an arrange-

ment that also allows more time few individual counseling on the_Trt of the

professional staff.
e-.11

Faculty members at the high school have been quite willing to refer their students

to GIS., the several faculty members who have be'n especially 'tnterested in GIS

ohave been trained on an ad hoc basis to assume the costs of the insiallation for

-the- yotr .191104.1.

- The staff notes a significtat change in the attitude of students pho formerly

thought of.the guidance pffice as a-placeone had to go to on1Jf one were in

uble." The installation of QIS has served to change the image, of the
%

guidance office to that of a resource to be used by all students, with la resulting

increase in the number.of students visiting the office voluntarily.

Brewer Hiyh School shares d terminal with Old Town High School. Both sites find

the arrangement sati'sfactory. In addition,Ahe Brewer High School guidance

counselor has sent letters to bther high chools inviting tOlr career

education counselors to send students to Brewer to use GIS. A number of students

have visited 'Brewer site from John Bapst'High School in Bangor;'from,Hampden,

from Buckpor , and from Hermon High School.

Is
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The GIS site cOtact person h's spoken to theliangor Rotary Club concerning

11;11S, ond ds'the teacher of i.1_,J5,44 work planning adult education coUrse has

introduced a numbwr of adult students to GIS througtv& demonstration program:

concluded at the Maik qpiploymentecuriity Canoission offices. A number of

the seudents(returned to the Maine Job Service office7for additional time on

the computi

"\>
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61S is the central feature of the Maine Youth Center's new career incentive

project. Staff positions were created for personnel who woktld deal dqbctly

with GIS, and since th?liroject is in the second year of 'a plannedifive-year

program, the continuation of funding is expected. The Maine Youth Center

plans to buy its own terminal, as its sharing of the terminal with the Maine

Correctional Center is inconvenient:for both sites.

Training programs for the staff included a wle-long in-house workshop in addi-

tion to that training provided by,MOICC. It is anticipated that once the Maine

Youth Center gets its own terminal it may use the terminal to access other

types of information in addition to that available through GIS.

lhe stat1 Alt this site have not as yqt carried out av public information

activities involving GIS.

In general, GIS Was described as an excellentibotivator of students at this

*
site because it produces a tangible.product (the printout), which the tradi-

.

Lional student-counselor conference does not.

1
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HOUL1UN REGIONAL VOCAlIONAL HIGH SCHOOL S.A.V.E.

GIS is used very little by students-actually.attending S.A.V.E betauae they

are in the building for only two hours per day (in two shifts), and they have

no stwdy halls or free time while they are at S.A.V.E.. Most of the students

are bused, so they cannot stay after school hours. Most of the use of GIS is

through the guidance staff of the sending school. Groups of students come to

S.A.V.L. to use the.terminal, or a teacher runs searches in batch iiiode. 71he

users of GIS at S.A.V.E. are therefore not limited to students in 'vocational

programs. Because of the characteristics of the user population, there has
1111

been little effect on S.A.V.E. staff or upon their use of time.

S.A.V.E. has a grant fti)r% Rural Guidance Resource Center which will serve the

out-of-school population, and funds for GISeare included in the grant. Once

the programs funded by this grant are in operation, it is expected that the

use of GIS will increase, especially on the part of tljle adult, out-of-school

users. S.A.V.E. seems to be a good location for a regional GIS installation,

-if some local schools are not able to fund their own GIS installations,.

It is the impression of the S.A.V.E. staff that some students may be over-

whelmed by the amount of information that they receive from GIS; others

specify so many restrictions on thefr career choices that/they limit themselves

to only one or two career possibilities and become discouraged. The staff

realizes that it is the role of the professional career counselor to telp the0

studenal with these situations.

S.A.V.E. staff lidke demonslwated GIS for their Board of Directors, and in

in'dividual sessions, for some local sitizens who had expressed an interest in

the installation.

14 7
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Each guidance coune1or uses GiS in his or her own way, although students are k
introduced in Lhe context ol their regUlar classes o GIS, and then are invite'd
to the guidaoce office to run 6IS with the assistance of a punselor br a

student aide. IL has become clear that each grade.level has different neess
which can be fulfilled by diffcrent uses'of GIS, and the guidance department is
4veloping materials which wilt be responsive to these diff ent needs.

9,r1 six guidance-counselors and one student intern from Bates College are trained
Lo mei61.), and eight or nine Leachers were trained laSt yearin a workshop to
use GIS. Whenever a guidance counselor meets with a class of students to intro-
duce them to GIS the teacher in that classroom becomes involved ip learning
about GIS in addition to the students. rt is hoped fhat`eventually all the
faculty members will be trained to use GIS. Local funding is available to con-
tinue GIS after the cu644-nt year.

4he career counselors feel that GIS help:, students to order their thiqing aboutA
careers, and that because GISIOs fun to use, more students will use it than would
have used traditional methods of learning about career planning. The guidance
counselors are conducting their own in-house evAuation to see the effectscOf GIS
on student job sarch behavior. The staff at Lewiston litgh School feel that it
was unfortunate that two high schOols as large as Lewiston and Edward Little
shared a computer line. Although it was possible to arrange a schedule of use,
it is felt that Lewiston could-easily use a full-time line of their own.
lhe career planning staff at Lewiston would probably have had GIS installed even
without MOICC because one of the counselors has used it at another location.

f;d7i because they wish to keep GIS, they have made certain that the principal, other
teachers, and the school board are kept informed of GIS-related activities, with

'

the result that all these groups or individuals
are supportive of GIS.

tin
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ARUMIOOK C.A.P.'

Becouw the ACAP clients are geograPhically Clispersed, outreach worlsers collect

the input information needed for a search, and the job is run in batch mode.

The.outreach worker then del1v4rs the printout to the client. Clients are,

therefore, able tp obtain informationto which they would not have access with-

put GIS. Job developers also oefer.clients to GIS. The availability of GIS

has enabled outreach workers to work more efficiently because they can give

clients information in a consistent, concise, and complete and printed form.P

ACAP,would like to approach, area schools about sharing a terminal and line, but

.CETA regulations may forbiti this arrangement because it would require spending

some staff time on non-CETA persons because of the necessity of demonstrating

GIS in the schools. In addition, ACAP 0ould like to offer a "GIS field trip"

to students in area schools, but this activity may also be outside the range 4g

activities allowed by CETA.4 ACAP would also like to arrange for terminal time4

on some of the installations in the Houlton area'for ACAP's workers in that part

of the county.

The heaviest use of ACAP's installation has been during the summer of 1979, wnen

about 400 users in the youth program used GIS in five or'six weeks.. ACAP per-

sonnel feel that GIS is the best source of career information available to the

out-of-school population which coMprises their clientele.

14 9
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HOOGIUN HIGH 'AMU

At Hodgton,.the availability of GIS has allowed more career_planning to belepre-

sented to .eighth and ninth graders. In the seventh and eighth grades,,the

teachers help write the search instructions, and thilgareer counselor runs ibe

programs 'for the students. In the high school,.the career planning counselor

helps,the students write their search instructions in'class, and then he works

to.with the students two at a Owe to run their programs at the terminal.

1,,16 staffing changes have been made, but several student aides are able to help

their peers answer routine questions about the search procedures and the opera-

tion of the terminal. The site contact person reports that having GIS is like

having another person in the guidance, office, particularly if the students are
Clab

able to run GIS themselves. The career planntng counselor-is freedIo offer

other individualized service to students which would be impossible without GIS.

More physical space .is needed, however, oecause the terminal and its users take

up a considerable amount of room.in a space that is already overcrowded. Contin-

ued funding has been sought, and although the assistant superin/endent is suppor-

tiNk, he is not optimistic about the continuing availability of fUnds.

Solve faculty members have a&ked to be trained to use GIS. -The guidance counselor
4.

trains these persons as they request such training.

The guidance counselor thinks the_experience of actually using a computer is

beneficia.1, especially for sooe of the'more advanced students.'

The terminl is shared with Houlton High-School, and the line is shared with

Houlton Hioh School and S.A.V.C.: Sharing the line has, not presented any

-.problems, but the transporting of the terminal is a nuisance, particularly in the

winter.

has been'demonstrated to the school board, and to some local citizens on an

, individual basis.
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Ihe career planming counselor has visited every senior level English class in
order to invite stAnts to try GIS. Those students who are interested (about
one-third to one-half of the students volunteer for further work) are seen in
small yroups inthe career education room. Most of the interest among seniors
is among those planning to attend college Students use the terminal in a

small group setting, which allows then to help each ether use the program and
also to see information about a greater variety of schools or occupations.

[here have been no changes in staffing as a result of QIS, but staff time is
used more efficiently because students can run their searches by themselves and
can find information that would take even * counselor a long time to find in

V

more traditional sources.

All the counselors have been traine? to use GIS, and there is a group of about
twenty-five students who are very much interested in GIS who come almost every
week to use GIS and4o help their fr$ends use it. Searches are also run in
batch mode for seventh and eighth graders in order to introduce them to career
planning.

Houlton High School has asked for local funding to continue with GIS, but it is
not certain that this request will be granted. It is'possible that an arrange-
ment will be made with S.A.V.E. to share the costs of an installation, but the
career planning counselors would prefer to have their own terminal and line.

The guidance.counselors have noticed that one major change with GIS helps,
bring a4clut in students' attitudes is that GIS helps them to narrow unrealistic

w\./4. career evectations. .The students seem to enjoy using the coMputer, while they
would not have been interested in using books to obtain the same.information.
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The training and materials provided 4 1401CC wert reviewed favorably by the

guidance counselors, although they would have preferredNshorter training
41ki

session.

Students' parents hear about .GIS from the sc.tool , and frwtheir children

It is te"tt that because students have somethin angible to bring094(the

pri Lout),,students are more likelyto discuss career plans in the home,with

theVr parents.

40.
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Appcndlx

C H I sOUAR1 ANALYSIS Oi 111L PUBLIC SCHOOL
USERS POST QUESTIONNAIRE

BY TYPE. OF COMMUNI1Y, AGE, SEX', CLASS AND PROGRAM

Type of
NS

Number of times
used computer

96.08***

Rating OCCU. 22.22*

Rating of MEOC 17.67NS

Rating ASOC 20.82NS

Rating of Col 4 23.12*

Rating oF Col 2 9.99NS

Rating of GRAD 9.24N-

Rating of AIDS 12.17NS

Rating of MEUT 7.76NS

Fun to use 15.I4NS

4(

Age -Sex

53.79NS 27.28**

27.58NS

22.54NS

17.96NS

20.03NS

18.41NS

tO.89NS

12.70NS

18.29NS

2.20NS

8.41NS

10.69*

Class ,Proolram

43.94N5 64.89*

13.27NS 19.28NS

9.83VS- 10.87NS

15.49NS

3.82N5 26:38**

5.41NS 10.04NS

3.27NS 13.42NS

/0.82NS 14.18NS

4.79NS
-1

14.04NS

. 23.49NS

29.59

9.08NS

18.33NS

14.19NS

22.31NS

14.82NS
computer terminal
Pleasant person- 12.99NS - 12
al experience
Cold impersonal 13.45NS, 32.7 NS
experience
Great way to get
help

1,---Itetp from human

Learned ylot
about myself
Helped me feel
good about plans
Did not learn
anything new
Helped with
education plans

rn,ed more
a outlWalues
Learned alot
about occupatiorPs
Wa'ste of time/

"didn't help

16.63NS 41.65*

25.85** 38.95*

18.97NS 10.31NS

28.21* 16.65NS

23.01 20.44NS

12.11NS /17.37NS

27.09** 17.80NS

22.76* 31.36NS

15.13NS 35.03NS

153

7.33NS 46.35NS6%t 3.94NS

6,94NS 14.68NS 10.96NS

6.24NS 18.84NS 26.28*

3,64NS 18.88NS- 11.47NS

7.13NS 6.09NS 20.61NS

2.60NS/11.95NS 20.43NS

)6.33NS

12.97NS

17.62NS

1.72N5 -12.14NS

2.4740S 7.04415-A

2.11NS 12.83NS '

3.44NS 7.95NS

3 NS 21.27.*

3.8 S 22.44A*

22.23NS

1NONS

\13.92NS
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Appendix K ContInued

lype of
NS Age

Learned more 11.0/NS
about my interests
learned more 11.75NS
ab6ut my abilities
All students 20.69NS
should have opportunity
Helped in,select-18.67NS

ffing specic school
Helped me dis- 15.08NS
cover some imp.
GIS provided me 25.05*
type of info. wanted
Info. from GIS 24.27**
easy to understahid
Began using 6.84NS
books & other materials

133

Sex Class Program

18.8/NS

31.95NS

20 84NS

16.92NS

12.11NS

23.61NS

16.69NS

27.24NS

0,21N5 12.48NS

2.93NS 14.50NS

3.60NS 16,62NS

6.35NS 8.76NS

5.00NS 3.77NS

1.46NS 12.35NS

4.42NS 20.07NS

_5.32N5 16.69NS

17.59NS

15.9.8N5

14.94NS

18.63NS

13.16NS

21.62N5

26.24*

25.78*

Schooling think 40.43*** 25.64NS
you will yet

18.77** 35.38** 102.32***

lalk with parent 18_19*
A relative 11.33NS
A guidance.coun- 14.55*
selor
A teacher
The principal
Clergy
State Emp.
Officer
Other Adult 13.85*
Friends own age 15.47*
People in occu- 19.71NS
pation

16.47NS
24.88***
8.0.6NS
15.56**

33.15**
25.79**-
31.69***

22.83NS
12.43NS
7.58NS

16.25NS

16.69NS
19.73NS
33.32NS

2.23NS 14.62NS
0.82NS 21.36**
2.66NS 24.77***

1.44NS
.1,33NS
2.44NS
0.97NS

1.56NS
2.30NS
1.44NS

17.88*
4.62NS
3.17NS
3.65NS *

11.75N5-/-
11.36NS
19.02NS

12.50N

.5.77NS

16.45NS
8.15NS
14.29NS
11.15NS

8.02NS
11.44NS
10.19NS

Schooling like 40.76*** 26.12NS
to have

32.22*** 1%.45NS 95.62*

GIS
Make Career Deci- 3.62NS
sion
Make Educ Deci- 0.71NS
sion
Self Understand- 10.56NS
ing
Job Seel(ing 6.42NS
strateTies
Job keeping 7.09NS
skills

5.19NS

3.11NS

4.99,NS

5.70NS

7.97NS

5.43* 0.58NS

0.01NS 0.26NS

1.88.NS 2.74NS

1.14NS 14.76**

1.37NS 11.74**

es.

13.80**

12.50NS

13.93**

17.84**
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GLOSSARA

To fac111tdte understanding of technical terms used in

this report the following 4efinitions are.provided. Usage

in theereport is intended to conform to general use in

research.

Note - the first, time a glossary word appears in the text

of the report, it is in CAPITALS.

ANALYSIS or VARIANCE. A statistical procedure used to
study differences and relations among variables (a trait,
characteristic of property of somiU.Lhing).

CAREER EDUCATION. A comprehenSive developmental K-12 cur-
riculum process whi-c_h,,ailizes teachers, counselors andl
communikty members to 1-st-\students in making letter. ,

fife-career decisions as they relate to training, educa--
tional and employment opviortunities._,Through this process,
students relate their interests, abilities and aptitudes
to accurate, up-to-date career and occupational infor-
mation, thereby broadening their awareness of career
opportunities in, Maine.

CAREER GUIDANCE'. A systematic program of counseling and
infbrmational activities designed to increase ocCupa-
kional knowledge and relate to-self knowledge. A
primary goal is to increase self awareness and career
delielopment,

CHI SQUARE. A statistical technique for comparing an
observed frequency distribution tlp a hypothetical
frequency distribution (Symbol, X4).

DESIGN. An overall plan of a research study. Also used to
presCribe statistical treatment of data.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN. Structured inquiry that (1) utilizes_
acceptable scientific methodology to solve problems
and (2) creates new.

arm..
4,+

GIS. A computerized career information system developed
by Time Share, Inc.

.

HAWTHORNE EFFECT. Refers to experiments conducted by Western
Electric in 1924 to measure whether a new degree' of
lighting increased productivity. Behavior changes that
occur whtn the subjects in an experiment or evaluation
are aware of their special status are referred to as
the "Hawthorne effect".

iP
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MOICC. Maine OccupationAl InformationCoordinating Committee.

MLAN. The arithmetic.averaye of scores for a sample of sub-
jects (Symbol is R)..

4,.

score in the mtddle, so that half of the scores
ar equal to or less than the median.

MODE. The score with the highest frequency.

MODIFIED TOE SERIES DESIGN. Time Series evaluation designs

d(

involve collectTng infOrmation about the same group or

(

groups over several periods f tiMe.

0 INION/FACT SURVEY. Any formal collection of particulars
made to ascertain opinion o the conditions within a
specified set of,subjects. Sampling 'may be used for
large populations.

QULSVIONNAIRL. A list of questions about a specific topic
chrganized so that,it can be,yeacted to by 'subjects
under study.

4QUOTA SAMPLING. Selection of a set number of something to
serve as an example.

RANDOM,SAMPLE. Each element.of the population has equal
probability of appearingein the sample and is chosen
independently of all other sampl,e element selection.

RANDOM SELECTION. Procedures to study makerials, sources,
or subjects such that each element chosen for study
is selected with equal probability and independence.

RANGE. The difference 'between the loWest and highest score
in a distribution.

STANDARD DEVIATION. The positive square root of the variance
or dispersion of a set of scores. It is obtained by
squaring ea9h difference in a set of scores from the
mean. The average of the squared deviations is called
tHe variance of the scores (Symbol is SD).

$STATIS1ICALLY SIGNIFICANT. Differences which are likely
to have arisen by chance and are given special atten-
tion in the interpretation of the results.

VARIANCE. The mean square; the mean of a set oflquared
deviation scores. It is used to study differences
andlrelation_s among variables.

olg


